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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis the effects of precipitated electrons on 
electron densities in the upper atmosphere are investigated. 
A method for solving the continuity equation has been deve-
loped , and this has been used to calculate electron density 
profiles under various conditions: daytime equilibrium 
conditions, with and without additional ionization by pre-
cipitated electrons; and nighttime conditions, with and 
without precinitation . This preliminary study seems to show 
that certain effects may be attributable to precipitation, 
and that these effects may be significant at night. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Effects of precipitated particles on the upper atmosphere 
have long been regarded with interest. The origin of these 
particles lies in the magnetosphere, ~hich lies at a few 
earth radii from the earth, and is the extension of the 
earth's geomagnetic field. 
radiation belts (Van Allen 
Within the magnetosphere exist 
and Frank, 1959) which contain 
charged particles. Two belts may be delineated: an inner 
one which contains fluxes of protons with energies of tens 
and hundreds of MeV, and an outer belt which consists 
mainly of electrons with energies ranging from tens of keV 
to a few MeV. Beyond the outer belt lies a region of 
auroral particles which are not held in stable orbits. For 
the purposes of this discussion, this region will be included 
in the outer radiation belt. The fluxes in the inner belt 
appear to be relatively stable, but those in the outer one 
are subject to variations which may be connected to magnetic 
disturbances. 
Figure I, below, reproduced from Gledhill (1975), 
gives a pictorial representation of the magnetosphere. 
Within the radiation belts, the charged particles execute 
motions which may be divided into three main types. 
Numerical values quoted below are for a I MeV particle at an 
altitude of 2000 km (Hess et al., 1965). 
The motions are: 
(1) Gyration around magnetic field lines with a period of 
7 x 10- 6s for a proton and 4 x 10-3S for an electron, 
and radii of 0,3 km and 10 km respectively. 
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FiCj\ITe 1. The earth's magnetosphere, from the equatorial 
plane. Dark shaded areas indicate trapped 
particles. Some typical field lines are shown. 
(2) Bouncing between conjugate mirror points on opposite 
(3 ) 
sides of the magnetic equator. As the particle moves 
towards the magnetic north or south pole, the increas-
ing field strength causes it to be mirrored back along 
its path. The bounce period is , O,ls for electrons, 
2s for protons. 
Longitudinal drift around the earth. Due to the curva-
ture of the field lines around the earth, and the outward 
decrease in I~I, there is a slow azimuthal drift. 
Electrons drift eastwards, with a period of 50 mins, and 
protons drift westwards with a period of 30 mins. 
During these motions, the charged particle approaches the 
earth most closely at the mirror points. If 
are sufficiently low in the atmosphere, where 
these points 
the density of 
neutral atoms and molecules is relatively high, the particle 
can interact with the atmosphere to produce a variety of 
effects, such as ionization, excitation, optical emission 
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and heating. As a result of such collisions, the traject-
ories of light particles (e.g. electrons) may be consider-
ably altered. If the pitch angle is decreased by a collision, 
the electron penetrates more deeoly into the atmosphere, 
while an increase in pitch angle can lead to the electron 
being backscattered, and consequently entering the atmos-
phere at its conjugate mirror point at the other end of its 
path. The overall result is the removal of trapped electrons 
and production of aeronomic effects. 
1.2 The South Atlantic Geomaqnetic Anomalv 
Since the earth's magnetic field is not symmetrical, the 
mirror heights in the northern and southern hemispheres are 
different, the magnetic intensity ~ being particularly low 
over the South Atlantic Ocean (Torr et al., 1975) . Thus 
particles drifting across the South Atlantic region would 
have a high probability of being lost, and it might be 
expected that fluxes would be higher here than in any other 
area outside of the auroral zones. The actual extent of 
the South Atlantic Geomagnetic Anomaly is not clearly 
defined, but the map below, reproduced from Gledhill (1976), 
indicates its position as well as that of other ano~alous 
areas. 
1.3 Atmospheric Ionization and Excitation by Precipitated 
Electrons 
As mentioned above, one of the effects of e nergetic electron 
precipitation is ionization. The electron undergoes inelastic 
collisions as it travels through the atmosphere, transferring 
energy to the atoms and molecules sufficient to create ion-
electron pairs. The ionization rate profiles due to electron 
precipitation have been calculated for various types of energy 
Figure 2. Anomalous regions in the South Atlantic 
spectra and for both monodirectional and IDH (isotropic 
over the downward hemisphere) fluxes of electrons (Wulff 
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and Gledhill, 1974; Heighway, 1973; Huang 1975). To find 
the effect of such ionization on the electron density in the 
atmosphere, these production rates must be included in the 
continuity equation for electrons. The present study is a 
preliminary investigation of the effect of a secondary ion-
ization source on the electron density in the atmosphere 
under both daytime and nighttime conditions. As the ion-
ization rate profiles peak low down in the atmosphere (from 
approximately 142 km for a 500 eV electron, to 91 km for a 
27 keV electron) it would be expected that precipitation 
effects would be most noticeable in the E- and low F-regions, 
or lower. One would also expect that daytime effects would 
be more difficult to observe due to the large production rate 
due to photoionization. At night, however, when there is no 
other major source of ionization, precipitation should pro-
duce a noticeable change in electron density particularly 
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under disturbed magnetic conditions. This has been observed 
in the appearance of a spurious E-layer ("particle-E") of ion-
ization on nighttime ionograms, which may be attributable to 
electron precipitation. It should be noted that the above 
applies to auroral precipitation as well as that over the 
Anomaly, so that the present work may be applicable, with 
some modifications, to higher latitudes. 
Probably the best known evidence of particle precipitation 
are aurora, or airglow. In this case the precipitated 
electron transfers sufficient energy to the atom or molecule 
to excite it to a higher energy state. The excited particle 
then undergoes a transition to a lower state, emitting radia-
tion. Examples of this are the red and green lines of atomic 
oxygen at 6300Ao and 5577Ao respectively. In addition, the 
ion created by a precipitated electron may be in an excited 
state, and can de-excite in the same way, e.g. the N2+ 
emission of radiation at 3914Ao . 
The present work can be extended to calculate emission rates 
of such auroral radiation; this is particularly simple in the 
case of the 3914Ao line (Stolarski, 1968; Banks et al., 
1974) . This would provide useful information, since measure-
ments of airglow intensities could then be interpreted to 
give values of the primary auroral electron flux. Using 
ionosonde and airglow data collected by the Rhodes team at 
SANAE, the intensity of the 3914Ao line was calculated. The 
results appear to be promising, although this work is still 
in its initial stages (Fisher et al., 1977). 
In the following chapters a description of the theory and 
computations are given. A suitable daytime profile for 
equilibrium conditions is obtained, and the effect of a 
fairly large flux of energetic electrons on this is examined. 
A nighttime ionosphere is simulated, and various fluxes of 
electrons with a range of energies are added. 
profiles are shown and discussed. 
The resultant 
6 
There are two points which should be stressed at the outset: 
(1) The calculations are approximate in nature, as order 
of magnitude effects were sought. Thus simplicity 
and speed were the main requirements of the methods 
used. In order to extract more precise information, 
various refinements will be needed . 
cussed in the final chapter. 
These are dis-
(2) There seems to be a remarkable lack of reliable data 
of electron precipitation over the South Atlantic. 
The information received from satellites is sometimes 
suspect because of unusual geomagnetic conditions, 
experimental error (such as lack of correction for 
the effects of energetic and backscattered electrons), 
etc. Until more accurate data are obtained, theore-
tical predictions must remain largely speculative. 
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CHAPTER 2 
. THEORY 
2.1 Introduction 
In order to study the dynamical behaviour of electron densi-
ties in the atmosphere, the time-dependent continuity equation 
for electrons must be solved. This equation, in simplified 
form, describes the time variation in electron density due to 
chemical reactions (photoionization and loss processes), 
transport of ionization and possible additional ionization 
by precipitated energetic electrons. 
The equation is written: 
aN at = Q - L - II. (NV) (Rishbeth and Garriott, 1969, 
Chapter 4) 
where N = electron density (number of electrons per cubic 
centimetre) 
Q = production rate (due to photoioni zation , pre-
cipitated particles or both) 
L = loss of electrons by chemical recombination 
II. (N2) = transport term 
V = velocity of electrons 
The effects of neutral gas motions have been excluded because 
of the complexity of the resultant equations . Winds are 
established through solar heating, Joule dissipation and ion 
convection at high latitudes. In addition , the winds are 
themselves modified by the ionosphere resulting in a high 
d egree of coupling between densities, temperatures and 
winds. Their inclusion leads to a system of coupled non-
linear partial differential equations , considerably more 
difficul t to solve satisfactorily than the continuity equation 
alone. The importance 6f various terms, such as the accele-
ration of the wind, is not well known (Ruster, 1971); while 
boundary conditions which depend on a knowledge of vertical 
and horizontal gas motions are somewhat arbitrary (Stubbe, 
1970) . Consequently it was felt that as a first approxi-
mation, the neutral gas would be assumed to be at rest. 
2.2 Chemica l Reactions 
Chemical processes are dominant in the lower part of the 
atmosphere (E-region), diffusion being significant in the 
F-region. The types of reactions cons idered a re those 
producing or removing ionization. The main source of 
electron production during the day is photoionization, 
where solar extreme ultraviolet and X-ray radiation are 
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absorbed by the atmosphere. The consequent reactions are, 
in general, temperature dependent, the i r rate coefficients 
falling off at higher altitudes as temperature increases. 
The reactions may be divided into three main categories: 
production (photoionization), ion-atom/molecule exchange, 
and di ssociative r ecombination. The most important re-
actions for the range of heights under study are listed 
below. 
Production 
O2 + hv + 
o + 
2 + · e 
N2 + hv + N + 2 + e 
0 + hv + 0+ + e 
Ion-Atom Exchanqe 
0+ + N2 
k1 NO+ + N (1) ----> -----
0+ O2 
k2 
O2 
+ 0 (2) + 
--
+ -----
N2 
+ + 0 
k3 NO+ + N (3) ----> -----
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Dissociative Recombination 
NO+ + 
('(1 
N + 0 e ->- ----- (4) 
O2 
+ ('(2 0 0 + e ->- + ----- (5) 
N2 
+ ('(3 N + N + e --+- ----- (6) 
The rate coefficients of these reactions are given in Table 1. 
Table 1. Reaction Rates 
Reaction Rate Coefficient (cm3s - 1 ) 
kl 3,6 x 10-10T-l , O(T<750 K) 
-_ ._. 
k2 2,0 x 
10-10T-O,4 
k3 1,7 x 10-9T-O,4_3,6xl0-llT-O,2 
('(1 1,4 x 10-4T -1,0 e 
('(2 3,8 x 10- 6T -0,5 e 
2,2 10-6T -O,3T .-O,02 ('(3 x e 1 
T = neutral gas" temperature 
T = electron temperature 
e 
Ti = ion temperature 
Reference 
McFarland " et al., 
McFarland et aI., 
MCFarland et aI. , 
Biondi, 1969 
Biondi, 1967 
Biondi, 1969 
1973 
1973 
1974b 
Various other reactions are sometimes considered by other 
authors (Heroux, 1975; Stubbe, 1970; RUster, 1971). These 
include: 
N2 + O2 
Al 
--+- NO+ + NO ----- (7 ) 
O2 
+ 
+ N2 
A2 NO+ + NO ----- (8 ) --+-
0+ + NO 
A3 NO+ + 0 ----- (9) -+ 
+ 
+ NO 
A4 
NO+ + N2 N2 
--
----- (10) 
o + + NO 
AS NO+ + O2 ---+ 2 ----- (11) 
+ 
+ 0 
A6 0+ N2 ---+ + N2 ----- (12) 
+ O2 
A7 o + N2 + --->- + N2 2 ----- (13) 
The rate coefficients for these reactions are shown in 
Table 2. 
Table 2. Additional Reaction Rates 
Reaction 3 -1 Rate Coefficient (em s) Reference 
1 x 10-14 Donahue, 1966 
1 x 10- 15 Ferguson et al.,196S 
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McFarland et al. ,1974a 
3 3 10-10 , x Fehsenfeld et al., 1970 
McFarland et al., 1974a 
3 6 10-11T-O,2 , x MCFarland et al., 1974b 
McFarland et al., 1973 
Reactions (7) and (8) which produce NO are both extremely 
slow, and consequently are disregarded. Reactions (9), 
(10) and (11) which involve NO are also omitted. As (12) 
and (13) compete with (3) but NO+ is produced by the latter, 
only this is included. In the expression for the electron 
loss rate (see later) NO+ is the most important constituent 
due to the high value of a 3 , thus reaction (3) is important. 
Inclusion of all these reactions would probably lead to 
greater accuracy in the electron density calculations, par-
ticularly in the E-region, but the first system (1) - (6) 
was regarded as sufficiently comprehensive for a simple 
approach. 
2.3 Production by Photoionization 
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In order to calculate the production rate, the solar spectrum 
was divided into twelve wavelength bands, ranging from 1026Ao 
(Lyman 8) to 31Ao (X-Rays). The neutral species considered 
were O2 , N2 and O. The upper limit of the atmosphere was 
taken to be 600 km, so that H and He are excluded. 
The production term in the continuity equation is 
and the production of each species, j is written 
l: q. 
A ) (Banks and Kockarts, 1973b, p.108) 
where Qj = total production rate of species j. 
= production rate of species j for a particular 
wavelength 
number density of neutral species 
= wav"elength-dependent photoionization cross-
section of neutral species 
$ (A) 
ex> 
= solar radiation flux for a particular 
wavelength 
T (A) = optical depth for a particular wavelength 
The product of the photoionization cross-section and the 
solar radiation flux may be written as the ionization rate 
coeffic ient, I.(A). ) 
The optical depth T may be expressed as 
T = sec X l: n. H. a j(A) j ) ) a (Banks and Kockarts, 1973b, p.106) 
where X = solar zenith angle 
Hj = scale height of neutral species, j. 
wave l ength-dependent photoabsorption cross-
section of neutral species. 
The above formulation of T is valid for all except large 
values of X (X < 60 0 ). 
The scale height of species j is defined thus: 
H. = 
J 
(Rishbeth and Garriott, 1969, p.5) 
where k = Boltzmann's constant 
T = neutral gas temperature 
m. = mass of neutral species j. 
J 
g = acceleration due to gravity. 
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= 980,6/{1 + {1,573 x 10-4 z))2 (z = altitude in km) 
(Banks and Kockarts, 1973a, p.9) 
The photoabsorption cross-sections and ionization rate co-
efficients given in Table 2 are taken from Banks and Kockarts 
(1973a, Chapters 6 and 7), and are for high solar activity. 
The number of photons in the spectral ranges is of the order 
10 -2 -1 
of 1 x 10 photons cm s , except for the ·three bands from 
80Ao to 31Ao, where the photon flux is lower. This is jus-
tified by analysis of the solar spectrum. 
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Table 3. Absorptioh ~ross-sections and 
ionization rat·e coef·ficients 
Wave- O2 N2 0 lengths 
(Ao ) 2 G a(A) (em ) I(A) (s-l) 2 Ga (A) (em ) I(A) (S-l) Ga (A) (rn?) I(A) (s-l) 
1026 1,55x10-18 5x10-9 
-
977 4,0 x10-18 1,lx10 -8 
910-796 7,5 X10-18 5,7xlO -8 3x10-18 4,5xlO -8 
796-732 2 x10-17 1,5xlO -8 2XIO-17 1,5x10 -8 3X10-18 1,5xlO -8 
732-665 2,0 xlO-17 1,5xlO -8 2,3x10-17 1,6xlO -8 8x10-18 1,5xlO -8 
665-375 2,5 xlO-17 2xlO-7 2,3xIO-17 1,9xlO -7 1,2xIO-17 8,7xlO -8 
375-275 1,7 XIO-17 2,3x10 -7 1,4xIO-17 1,9x10 -7 8,OXIO-18 1,lxlO -7 
275-150 7,5 xlO-18 1,OxlO -7 5xlO-18 7x10-8 3,8x10-18 5,2xlO -8 
150-80 3,5 x10-18 9,OxlO -8 2,2x10-18 5,5xlO -9 1,8x10-18 4,4x10 -9 
80-60 9,28x10-19 4,87x10-10 5,45x10-19 2,86xIO-IO 4,64xIO-19 2,44xIO-1O 
60-41 4,40X10-19 2,20X10-10 2,35xIO-19 1,20XIO-IO 2,0 xlO-19 1,0 XI0-10 
41-31 1,64xIO-19 2,0 XIO-ll 9,67xIO-2O 1,18x10-11 0,82xIO-19 1,0 xlO-ll 
2.4 Production by PreCipitated Particles 
The production of electron-ion pairs by collisions between 
precipitated electrons from the magnetosphere and molecules 
in the atmosphere is considered. The electrons are assumed 
to be isotropically distributed over the downward hemisphere 
(IDH) , and with a spectrum of the type 
where = total flux of electrons with energies greater 
than E 
= total flux of electrons with energies greater 
than zero 
E = any selected energy of the incoming e l ectrons 
= characteristic or e-folding 
the total flux of electrons 
energies greater than EO. 
(Wulff, 1972) that EO is the 
,If energy, ~.e. - 0 
have e 
It can be shown 
average energy 
of electrons with spectra of this type. 
Scaled Penetration Function 
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The amount of energy lost by incoming e lectrons at any stage 
of their entire range is dependent on the fraction of the 
range cover ed (Grun, 1957). This functional dependence is 
expressed in Grun's "lambda function" A(z/r ), where p 
z = atmospheric depth from upper limit of 
ionosphere to height h 
= practical range covered by electron 
before giving up all its energy in 
collisions 
hO 
z = J D(h')dh' 
h 
where h'= dummy height variable 
D(h') = atmospheric density at height h' 
hO = height of upper limit of ionosphere 
h = height under consideration 
z is measured in gm cm -2 
The practical range of the electron, r , is related to its p 
initial energy, E, by the formula due to Gledhill (1973): 
-5,100 + 1,358x + 0,215x 2 0,043x 3 Y = -
where y = logiorp 
x = log10 E 
Only low-energy electrons (E<100keV) are considered, for 
which the above expression applies. 
The lambda function can b e scaled to remove most of its 
energy dependence. 
as follows: 
This was done by Berger et al (1970) 
A(z/r } = A(z/r }.r /E p P p 
The resultant scaled penetration function, 
very little energy dependence (at most 5%) 
A (z/r ) shows p 
and may be 
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averaged to obtain a sinq l e curve applicable for all energies. 
Graphs of A(z/r } and A(z/r } are shown in Heigh\'lay (1973) . p p 
A(z/rp } is represented by the following expression due to 
Heighway (1973) 
y = 1,212 exp (-2,228x3 ) + 0,0776 
where y = A(z/r } p 
x = z/r p 
Ioniza tion Rate 
exp 2 (-37,83x ) 
The energy deposition rate per unit flux is defined as 
(Berger et al, 1970) 
~/F = D(h}A(z/r }E/r p p 
where Eh = energy deposited at height h 
F = IDH flux for a given energy interval AE . 
All other symbols as previously defined. 
If the energy used per ion-electron pair produced is 
0,035 keV (Dalgarno and Griffing , 1958; Rees, 1963), then 
q/F = D(h} A(z/r }E/O,035r = Eh /O,035 ion-electron p p 
. -1-1 palrs el cm 
where q = ion-electron pairs produced per unit volume per 
unit time, for a given energy interval, 6E. 
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The ionization rate Qh at a given height is obtained by 
integrating over the energy spectrum of the incoming electrons 
(Wulff, 1972) 
and 
Q = Leg 
h E F 
is the ionization rate per unit integral IDH flux. 
The numerical integration is carried out over an energy range 
O,lkeV 2 E < 10EO' and the energy interval 6E is E/IOO, the 
width of the interval thus increasing with increasing energy . 
To find the actual ionization rate of each of the neutral 
species 02' N2 , 0, the total production rate Q is divided 
into rates proportional to the density of the neutral species, 
thus giving values of Q(02+)' Q(N 2+) and Q(O+). 
2.5 Loss due to Chemical Reactions 
From the set of equations for the photochemical reactions 
given in 2.1, the loss term is written: 
The time variation in the ion densities can be written 
simply (ignoring diffusion effects) as: 
an(O+) Q (0+) + + = - kln(O )n(N2 ) - k 2n(0 )n(02) at 
----- (1) 
+ 
an(02 ) 
Q(o/) + + = + k 2n(0 )n(02) - Cl 2n(02 )N at 
----- (2 ) 
+ an(N 2 ) 
at = 
+ + + Q(N 2 ) - k 3n(N 2 )n(O) - a 3n(N 2 )N 
----- (3) 
an(NO+) + + + 
at = k 1n(0 )n(N2 ) + k 3n(N2 )n(O) - a 1n(NO )N 
(4) 
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Eqn. (1) is particularly affected by the omission of a trans-
port term. However, where diffusion is of importance (above 
200 km, approximately, in this treatment), the charge-balance 
equation is used to find n(O+), i.e. 
n (0+) -1- (+) (+) N= +n(02)+nN2 +nNO, 
hence; + + + N - n (0 2 ) - n (N 2 ) - n (NO ) 
----- (5) 
2.6 TransDort by Diffusion 
The derivation of the expression 
Appendix A. The result only is 
for transport 
quoted here. 
is given in 
The meaning of the symbols is given in Appendix A. 
2.7 Method of Solution 
The Jacchia (1971) model atmosphere is used to give tempera-
tures and densities of neutral species from 120 km to 600 km. 
The particular model chosen has a 700 K exospheric tempera-
ture, as the main interest was in nighttime effects. The 
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geographic position for which the equations were solved was 
300 S,350W, i.e. the geomagnetic dip angle I, was - 40°. 
The techniques used to solve the equations are discussed 
fully in the following chapter. Briefly, a finite-
difference method is used for the continuity equation itself, 
while the ion density equations are solved by linear segments 
integration. Initial values must be supplied to start the 
integration process. 
Initial Values 
Using eqn (5), n(O+) can be eliminated in (1) - (4), giving 
+ 
an(02 ) 
at 
+ 
an(N 2 ) 
at 
(6) 
(7 ) 
(8 ) 
For an equilibrium solution, each of the equations (6)-(8) 
is set equal to zero. 
= 
0(0/) -I- k 2n(02)n(0+) 
Cl 2N 
(9) 
+ + 
n(NO+) 
kln(O )n(N 2 ) + k 3n(N 2 )n(O) (10) = -----(tIN 
+ Q(N/) (11 ) n(N 2 ) = -----(t3N + k 3n (0) 
Neglecting diffusion, the steady-state continuity equation 
becomes 
Q - L = 0 
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Substituting for L from (9)-(11) yields a cubic in N of the 
form AN 3 + BN2 + eN + D = 0 (12) 
Substituting in (12) and solving, values of N are obtained 
which are then used to solve (9)-(11), yielding steady-state 
initial values of the ion species. The values of N obtained 
from (12) are not valid for heights where diffusion is of 
importance. 
To obtain initial values of N, the solution to (12) is used 
up to 145 km. Above this, values are taken from Stubbe (1970) 
and smoothly joined. 
Boundary Conditions 
Boundary conditions are required at the lower and upper 
limits of the atmosphere. The lower boundary condition 
is simply 
Ni120km = constant 
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When an equilibrium solution is required, this constant is 
the initial value found from (12), since (12) is a steady-
state solution to the continuity equation with no diffusion. 
The change in this boundary condition under different circum-
stances is discussed in Chapter 4. 
A number of different boundary conditions may be used for 
the upper limit: specification of electron velocity, of 
vertical ion fluxes, of electron density gradients , etc. 
(Herman and Chandra, 1969; Schunk and Walker , 1970; Stubbe, 
1970) . The boundary condition which was used was suggested 
by Torr (1976). 
At the upper limit, it is assumed that production=loss=zero. 
The continuity equation then becomes 
aN. 
-..1 = - 'V. (N . V . ) 
at J J (13 ) 
where j = upper boundary height. 
Integrating (13) from the upper boundary to infinity gives 
ex> 
J
aN j 
at 
h. 
J 
dh = - [~ex> - ~h.] 
J 
where ~CX> = flux at infinity 
~h. = flux at the upper boundary = N.V. 
J J J 
(14) 
Also, assuming that N = NO e-h/H{N)at this height, where 
H{N) = plasma scale height, 
co co 
f ClN. Cl J 
Cl 
---1 dh = at N. dh = at (N.H{N» ----- (15) dt J J 
h. h. 
J J 
Using (14) and (IS), - r<p - <p ] 
co h. 
J 
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~ (NT) + H(10 )] (from eqn (22), App. A) 
. 2 [2 ClT 2 ClN 1 ] 
= - Ds~n I if Clh + N Clh + H{O) 
Henc e , at the upper boundary, 
This is the condition used at 600 km. 
The value of <Pco used was -3x10 8 els cm- 2 s- 1 (Eccles et al., 
1973; Banks and Kockarts, 1973b, p.184). This figure is 
somewhat arbitrary, but as seen in Banks and Kockarts, the 
effect of variat i ons in this value is not great. A down-
ward drift from the plasmasphere was chosen rather than an 
upward one because of our main interest, viz. the nighttime 
ionosphere. A full discussion of vertical fluxes can be 
found in Evans (1975), and in Banks and Kockarts (1973b, 
Chapter 20). 
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CHAPTER 3 
NUMERICAL METHODS 
3.1 Finite Difference Techniques 
In order to solve the equations numerically, they must be 
written in a form suitable for computation. In the finite-
difference approximation some or all of the derivatives are 
replaced by numerical differences, e.g.~~ can be written as 
LIN lit' which becomes 
Nj + l - Nj 
lit 
where Nj = electron density at time t. 
J 
= time interval between t j + l and t j . 
dN Similarly dh becomes Ni + l - Ni _ l 
2l1h 
where Ni = electron density at height hi. 
lIh = height interval between h i + l and hi. 
(1) 
(2 ) 
It should be noted that in (2) the finite-difference ratio 
is an approximation to the derivative at the midpoint of 
the interval h i - l to h i + l , while in (1) the approximation 
relates to the derivative at the beginning of the interval 
over which the difference is taken. It is also assumed in 
(2) that the height interval between h i + l and hi is equal to 
that between hi and hi-I' Le. lIh is a constant with height. 
To find an expression for a second-order equation of the 
form 
N = Ah2 + Bh + C (h=height; A,B,C = constants) 
is fitted to 
The value of 
terms of the 
each set of three 
a
2N from (3) is 2A 
ah 2 
Ni , giving 
(f,h) 2 
+ N. 1 ~-
----- (3) 
points: N. l' ~- Ni , Ni +1 · 
and this is solved for in 
( 4a) 
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This derivation is explained in further detail later in this 
a2N for --- as given by (4a) can also 
ah 2 
chapter. The expression 
be found by expanding Ni + 1 and Ni _ 1 in Taylor series and 
ignoring second-order terms in (f,h) and higher. 
done in Crank (1956). 
This is 
The approximations (1), (2) and (4a) can be used in different 
ways, depending on the method to be used. 
3.2 The Crank-Nicolson Method 
As has been noted above, (1) gives a forward difference 
approximation to the derivative, while (2) gives a central 
difference. N
j +1 - Nj 
The expression f,t may be regarded as a 
central difference,however, if one assumes it to correspond 
to the midpoint of the time interval, f,t. Thus a central 
d2N 
---2 is found 
dh 
difference approximation to by averaging the 
difference quotien~at the beginning and end of the time 
interval. 
Nj + 1 _ 2N~+1 j+1 j _ 2N j j 
= l; [--"i'-+..::1'--__ --..::~",,--__ + __ N-=i:...-__=_1 + _N.:=i_+.:=1 ____ --"'~'--+ __ N-=i:....-_=_1 ] 
(f,h)2 (f,h)2 
----- (4b) 
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where N~ = electron density at time t., height h.. (Gerald, 
l J l 
1970, Chapter 10; Crank, 1956, pp.189-191). 
This particular formulation was chosen for its stability and 
computing s peed. A full discussion of convergence, error 
analysis and stability can be found in Gerald (1970), Chapter 
10. 
In (4a) and (4b), the height interval is again assumed to be 
constant, i.e. 
flh = h. - h. 1 l l-
3.3 The Continuity Equation in Finite Difference Form 
The continuity equation may be written 
aN a2N aN 
-- = x --- + Y ah + ZN + C 
at ah2 
y = Dsin2I (2 aT + l) T ah H 
Dsin2I 7 aT 1 ( aT) 
2 2 a 2T 1 aH + Z = (2HT ah + T2 + ---- - H2 ah T ah2 ah 
C = Q (see previous chapter) 
This becomes, using (1), (2) and (4b), 
~) 
H2 
N~+1 Nj . j+l 2N~+1 + Nj + 1 j 2N j + j - (Ni+l - Ni+1 - N. 1 l l X l i-I l l-+ ) = 
"2 fit (flh) 2 (flh) 2 
j 
-
j 
Ni + 1 N. 1 ZN j + Y 2f1h 
l- ) + + C ----- (5 ) 
l 
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which can be rearranged thus: 
2N~+1 + N~ j j j x 
- "2 
Nj +1 _ 
( HI 1. 
= 
(lIh) 2 
1. 
lit 
x 
+ "2 
N'+1-2N,+N'1 ( 1. 1. 1.-) 
( lIh) 2 
+ Y 
Nj - Nj i+1 i-1 
211h ) + ZN~ + C 1. (6) 
In order to begin the integration process, initial values of 
N~ at some time to' and for all heights must be supplied. 
Consequent N(h) profiles are then found by solving (6). It 
should be noted that the electron density at a ny height h, 
1. 
cannot be found 
' +1 
explicitly from a single equati on, since 
N~ is coupled 
1. -
j+1 . j+1 
to both Ni + 1 and Ni_1,i.e. to the electron 
densities at adjoining heights as well as to the electron 
j densities of the previous profile , the Ni . This may be 
schematically represented as fol l ows: 
Thus N~+l is dependent on all its neighbours on the height 
1. 
'+2 
versus time grid, excepting those of the next time step Ni 
The Crank-Nicolson method is also termed an implicit method 
because of this coupling. The formulation (6) leads to a 
system of linear equations, one for each of the n heights in 
the atmosphere , which must be solved simultaneously. These 
equations are of the form 
R. 
~ 
(7) 
where k, i run from I to n. 
As can be seen from (7), there are (n+2) unknowns in the 
system because of the inclusion of the Ni _ l , Ni + l terms. 
The extra equations needed are supplied by boundary condi-
tions at the lower and upper limits of the atmosphere. 
The system of equations can be expanded as shown below 
all a l2 0 0 0 · .. 
Nj+l 
I RI 
a 21 a 22 a 23 0 0 
Nj + l R2 
· .. 2 
Nj + l R3 
0 0 3 a 32 a 33 a 34 · .. = 
. 
• 
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.................. a 
n-l n-2 a n-l n-l a n-l 
Nj + l R 
n-l n n-l 
.................. 0 a 
n-l a 
Nj + l R 
n n n n 
----- (8) 
where the column vector R. is the right-hand side of (6). 
~ 
All the terms in the matrix a .. are constants for a fixed 
~~ 
n 
time interval 6t and model atmo~phere. The column vector 
Ri' however, changes with each ne~l N (h) profile calculated, 
as c an be seen from (6) . Thus the process of integration 
consists of 
(1) 
(2) 
Evaluation of the matrix elements a ... 
~~ 
Evaluation of the right-hand side of (6), the 
column vector Ri . 
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(3) Solution of the system (8), yielding values of 
t +L1t 
N. o 
electron 
density advanced in time by LIt, i.e. 1. 
(4) Re-evaluation of Ri using these new electron 
densities. 
(5 ) Solution of system (8) with a new R., to give a new 1. 
profile at time t +26t . 
o 
The process is continued as long as may be required. Each 
time the equations are solved, the solution advances by LIt. 
The method is shown schematically later in this chapter. 
As the integration process is an iterative one it is impor-
tant that the algorithm used to solve the linear equations 
be stable, and with minimal rounding errors. This particular 
method was tested using a number of different routines for 
solving linear equations , as well as in double and single 
precision mode. The solutions showed no variation to within 
four significant figures. As the system is tridiagonal com-
pution is relatively fast (less than 1 second of processor 
time per integration, with 53 equations). 
3.4 Boundary Conditions 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the two boundary conditions are: 
NI 120 km = constant 
= - [<pro + N .Dsin2r (~ aT + 2 1. T ah N. 1. + H(10 ))] 
This latter equation in finite difference form, becomes 
Nj +1 - N~ 
H(N) [~1. -L1"'""t""---=:1. ] = 
(9) 
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aN Nj - Nj 
where the ah term has been backward differenced to -",ic--.,.,:-=i_--=-l. 
6h 
Note that the use of this type of boundary condition (deriva-
tive boundary condition) decouples the unknown electron 
densities at adjacent heights. The N~+l can be found 
~ 
explicitly at the upper limit. 
3.5 Changes in Height Interval 
aN The expressions for ah as given in (2), (3) are valid 
only if 6h is constant. If this condition is not met, new 
expressions mu s t be found. 
It is assumed that a cubic spline can be fitted to the electron 
density profile. 
N = Ah2 + Bh + C (10 ) 
From (10), 
To find the value of A, the following system of equations 
must be solved: 
2 Ah. 1 + Bh . 1 + C = N. 1 ~- ~- ~-
Ah~ + Bh. + C = N. ~ ~ ~ ----- (11 ) 
2 
Bh i + 1 C Ni +1 Ah i +1 + + = 
This system of equations can be written in matrix form as 
2 
h. 1 h. 1 1 A N. 1 1.- 1.- 1.-
h~ h. 1 B = N. 1. 1. 1. 
2 
h i +1 hi+l 1 C Ni+l 
and, from Kraut (1967, pp.30-31), A can be found by using 
Cramer's rule. 
N. 1 1.- h. 1 1.- 1 
N. h. 
1. 1. 
1 
A = 
Ni +1 hi+l 1 
2 
h. 1 h. 1 1.- 1.- 1 
h~ h. 
1. 1. 
1 
2 
h i +1 hi+l 1 
N. -N. 1 
1. 1.- h . -h. 1 1. 1.-
A = 
Ni +l-Ni _ 1 h i +1-hi _ 1 ----- (12) 
2 2 h.-h. 1 h. -h. 1 1. 1.- 1. 1.-
2 2 h i +1-hi _ 1 h i +1-hi _ 1 
If h i +1-hi = th = h.-h. I' eqn (12) reduces to 1. 1.-
Ni +1 - 2N. + N. 1 A 1. 1.-= 
2(Llh)2 
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which is the expression used previously. If ~h is not 
constant, eqn (12) must be solved explicitly. 
aN The expression for ah becomes 
- N. 1 :1--
- h. 1 
:L-
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Such a change in ~h takes place at 160 km in the Jacchia 
(1971) model atmosphere, where the height interval increases 
from 5 km to 10 km. 
3.6 Ion Densities 
The loss rate term in the continuity equation is dependent 
+ + + + 
on the ionic species, O2 ' 0 , N2 ' NO as discussed in 
Chapter 2. To solve the first-order differential equations 
expressing the time variation in the ion densities, a linear 
segments integration process is used. This has the advan-
tage of speed and simplicity, and as the time interval ~t is 
small (1 second), should not be too inaccurate. A more 
sophisticated routine, written by Gear (1971), Chapter 9, 
was used at first but was found to be prohibitively time-
and core-consuming. 
Equations (2) - (4) of Chapter 2 become, in linearised form, 
+ ~t 
+ j . 
- Cl n(NO ) NJ) 
1 
n (0) 
(13 ) 
. + j+l 
n(02 ) 
+ j+l 
n (N
2 
) 
+ j + 
= n(02) + bt(Q(02 ) 
+ j , 
- ex n (N ) NJ) 3 2 
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(14 ) 
(15 ) 
At heights where diffusion can be ignored, the n(O+) equation 
is 
+ j+l 
nCO ) 
(16) 
This applies up to 200 km in the particular model atmosphere 
used. At greater altitudes, the charge balance equation is 
used instead. 
+ j+l 
nCO ) J' + j = N - n(02 ) + j + j n(N 2 ) - n(NO ) 
The expression for the loss rate is incorporated into the 
column vector R., as mentioned in 3.2. 
1. 
Thus the ion 
(17 ) 
density equations (13) - (17) are solved before evaluating 
Ri , using the electron densities as they are calculated. 
The process is shown below. 
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CALCULATE a .. 
~~ 
r READ IN INITIAL N (h) VALUES l 
~ EVALUATE LOSS RATE I 
SET UP R. 
~ 
SOLVE SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS 
TO FIND NEW ELECTRON DENSITIES 
I SOLVE ION DENSITY EQUATIONS I 
, 
NO r HAS END OF LOOP BEEN REACHEDl I 
YES 
I STOP I 
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CHAPTER 4 
COMPUTATIONS 
4.1 Introduction 
The pro9ram that solves the continuity equation is extremely 
time-consuming. In order to economize on time and core, 
the computation was broken up into a series of smaller 
programs which calculate various quantities which can be 
stored on disc, rather than be recalculated each time the 
program is run; and a main program which actually solves 
the continuity equation. 
In this chapter the model atmosphere and subsidiary programs 
are briefly discussed. The conditions for which solutions 
to the continuity equation are sought are specified, and a 
typical program is described in some detail. Finally some 
mention is made of the program which calculates the produc-
tion rate due to precipitated electrons. 
4.2 The Model Atmosphere 
The Jacchia (1971) model atmosphere is used, giving values 
of atmospheric temperatures and composition as functions of 
height and exospheric temperature, for heights from 120 km 
to 600 km. The particular model chosen has an exospheric 
temperature of 700 K (Thuillier et al., 1977). Between 
400 km and 600 km, the model atmosphere values are quoted 
at 20 km intervals. As this was felt to be too large a 
height interval, an interpolation proqram was written to 
find values at 10 km intervals. Between 120 km and 160 km 
the height step is 5 km; thereafter it changes to 10 km. 
This was taken into account throughout (see previous chapter, 
section 3.5). Alternative model atmospheres are discussed 
in the final chapter. 
4.3 Prel iminary Data 
The program INIT is used to calculate the following: 
(1) Scale heights of neutral constituents 0, 02' N2 as 
functions of height according to the formula 
H. = 
J 
(see Chapter 2). 
(2) Optical depths and hence production rates due to 
photoionization. 
(3) Initial values of N (no diffusion) 
Chapter 2). 
(Eqn (12), 
(4) Initial values of ion densities (Eqns (9)-(11), 
Chapter 2). 
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+ + + + + + Values of Q(O ), Q(02 ), Q(N2 ), n(02 ), n(NO ), n(N2 ) and 
n(O+) are filed on discfile ARCHDATA02 for further use. A 
listing and flow-chart of the program are given in Appendix 
B. 
Various other small programs are used to f ' d dH ~n -, 
dh 
dT 
dh 
by fitting cubic splines to the T(h) (as given in the mode l 
atmosphere) and H(h) (as found by INIT) profiles and hence 
finding first and second derivations. The cubic spline 
fitting routine (Subroutine Splinepolyfit) ensures continuity 
of the fitted polynomial p, (h), its slope P! (h) and its 
~ ~ 
curvature Pi (h) . The coefficients of · dN . N, - and 
dh 
eqn 
(23), Appe ndix A, were then calculated and fil ed on ARCHDATA02. 
The values of the reaction rate coefficients k l , k2' k3 a I' 
a 2 , a 3 and the tridiagonal matrix of Chapter 3, eqn (8) were 
also fil e d on disc. 
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4.4 The Continuity Equation Programs 
Solutions to the continuity equation were sought for the 
following conditions: daytime equilibrium conditions, with 
and without precipitation fluxes; and nighttime conditions, 
with and without precipitation. As the main routine used is 
virtually the same in all cases, only one will be described 
in detail, viz. the program to find a daytime steady-state 
solution with no electron precipitation. 
The program may be summarised as follows: 
(a) Call up data from ARCHDATA02. 
(b) Enter l oop : evaluate loss rate. 
(c) Calculate vector R (see Chapter 3, eqn (8)). 
(d) Solve tridiagonal set of linear equations, using 
Subroutine Tridiag . 
(e) Solve ion density equations by linear segments 
integration. 
(f) Check for instabilities in the electron density at 
600 km. 
(g) Check for instabilities in the ion densities. 
(h) Print results. 
(i) End of loop: write electron and ion densities back 
to ARCHDATA02 for next run. 
A number of points about the program should be noted: 
(1) The time inte rva l 6t is kept constant at 1 second 
through out. This small interval was found to be 
necessary because of the effects of diffusion at 
heights above 400 km, where the diffusion coefficients 
are very large . With a smaller height interva l at 
high altitudes, it should be possible to increase 6 t. 
(2) The diagonal elements of the tridiagonal matrix are 
destroyed by the matrix subroutine (Tridiag). Thus 
they must be reca lled from disc on every integration. 
(3) The linear segments integration routine used to solve 
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the ion density equations must be checked for improbable 
results due to the inherent instabilities in the equations. 
As the ion densities are, in this case, of secondary 
importa nce, being used only to calculate the loss rate 
for electrons, it was felt that the increase in time 
that would result from a more sophisticated routine was 
not warranted. 
(4) The electron density at 600 km is checked for numerical 
instabilities. If NI600 km exceeds the value at 590 km, 
a least squares routine is called which fits an exponen-
tial curve to the electron densities at 570,580 and 
590 km, then extrapolates to find the expected value at 
600 km. 
(5) As the whole program works on an iterative basis, the 
final values of electron and ion densities are written 
back onto disc to continue the process on the following 
run of the program. 
(6) The boundary condition at 120 km for the steady-state 
solution is simply that NI 120 km = constant. This, 
however, changes for the nighttime solution, and is 
discussed below. 
The above routine was used for the following: 
(1) Equilibrium solution. The initial N(h) profile (see 
Fig. 1, Chapter 5) was used as input data, while pro-
duction and transport terms were kept constant. The 
program was allowed to run until a steady-state solution 
had b een found. This solution was tested for stability 
by using different input profiles and comparing the 
result with the original solution. 
I 
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(2) Equilibrium solution with additional production by pre-
cipitated particles. The production due to a flux of 
7 -2-1 3 x 10 els cm s with characteristic energy 2,5 keV 
was included as a second ionization source, and another 
steady-state solution was found which was compared with (1). 
(3) Nighttime solution. The equilibrium solution found 
under (1) was used as input data. The production rate 
due to photoionization was reduced by 0,1% on each step; 
thus after 1000 seconds, Q was zero. The lower boundary 
condition was adjusted so that on each step the electron 
density at 120 km was reduced as follows: 
. t +t, t 
NJ 0 = 
120 km 
t 
0,99 NJ 0 
120 km 
This is a somewhat arbitrary means of adjusting the 
lower value, but as the continuity equation is virtually 
a simple linear differential equation at this height, 
diffusion being negligible, the electron density is in-
dependent of neighbouring values. Thus a change in the 
value at 120 km does not affect any other part of the 
profile. 
Once the production rate is zero, the integration process 
is allowed to continue with only loss and diffusion terms 
in the equation, and thus a nighttime ionosphere is simu-
lated. 
(4) Nighttime conditions with precipitation. The effects of 
precipitated electrons were then investigated, with 
4 -2 -1 8 fluxes ranging from 1,1 x 10 els cm s to 3 x 10 els 
cm-
2 
s-l, and characteristic energies varying between 
0,5 keV and 15 keV providing additional ionization. A 
nighttime profile from (3) was used as input data, and 
the production term Q was due to precipitation only. 
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A flow-chart, listing and sample output of the main routine 
are given in Appendix B. 
To produce the various solutions for different conditions, 
the production rate must be adjusted accordingly, together 
with the lower boundary value. 
·4.5 Production by Precipitated Ele·c·t rons 
The program IONS calculates the ionization rate profile for 
precipitated electrons. The characteristic energy of the 
incoming electron flux, and the exospheric temperature of 
the model atmosphere are specified in the input. The result-
ant profile is for a unit integral IDH flux of electrons with 
an exponential energy spectrum. Since the profi le applies 
to a unit flux of electrons, the profile for any other flux 
is obtained by multiplying the original values by the required 
flux (see Chapter 2, section 2.3). A flow-chart and listing 
of this program are given in Appendix B. This program is 
also used to produce a "normalized" ionization rate profile 
(I~agstaff et al. , 1976). 
Details of file handling, which accesses the file directly 
rather than serially, can be found in the ICL computer 
manual (1976), Chapter 5. The specifications for most of 
the scientific subroutines are due to Terry (1976). 
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CHAPTER 5 
EQUILIBRIUI4 AND NIGHTTIME SOLUTIONS 
5.1 Initial Values 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the initial values of electron 
and ion densities are found by solving the continuity equation 
u nder steady-state conditions with no diffusion. This leads 
to a cubic equation in N, of the form 
AN 3 + BN2 + CN + D = 0 (1) 
A, B, C, D are defined in Chapter 2, section 2.6. The 
values of N obtained by solving (1) are valid only at heights 
where diffusion may be ignored. This was assumed to be at 
145 km, and values of electron density above this were taken 
from Stubbe (1970). The ion densities are obtained by sub-
stituting the values of N obtained from (1) into eo.ns (9)-(11) 
of Chapter 2. The startinG profile is shown in Figure 1, 
together with part of the solution to (1). 
-10 2 
6.00 
5.00 
4.00 
3.00 
2.00 
0.00 
-::::::-------
2.00 4.00 6.00 B.OO 
ELECTRON DENSITY(ELS CM-3) 
Figure 1. Initial values of electron density. 
M10 5 
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5.2 An Equilibrium Solution 
It is a well-known fact that the ionosphere is relatively 
stable for a time around noon (Rishbeth and Garriott, 1969, 
pp 151-155), in that the time variation in N is small com-
pared with other terms in the continuity 
initial N(h) profile of Figure 1 was put 
equation. The 
into the program 
NEQM, which solves the continuity equation, keeping produc-
tion and transport terms constant. After 8000 seconds, the 
profile shown in 
from eqn (1) are 
-10 2 
6.00 
5.00 
~ 
~ 4.00 
~ 
~ 
Lj 3.00 .-. 
UJ 
~ 
2.00 
0.00 
Figure 2 was obtained. Some values of N 
also shown for comparison. 
~ 
0.50 1.00 1.50 
ELECTRON DENSITY(ELS CM-3l 
Figure 2. An equilibrium solution to the continuity 
equation correspondinq to X = 00. 
It should be noted that the pOint of inflection at approxi-
mately 200 km on the profile from (1) is due to computational 
rather than physica l reasons. At this pOint the equation 
changes from being essentially a quadratic (since A is very 
much less than the other coefficients) to a full cubic. Thus 
the solution shows a slight disjointedness at the transition. 
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It can also be seen that diffusion is of importance only 
around 230 km and above, since the solution to (1), which is 
for a steady~state condition 
well with the final solution 
with no diffusion, agrees fairly 
up to this height. This indi-
cates that below the peak, at least, the assumption of a 
steady-state is valid. 
The equilibrium solution shows an F2 peak at 240 km, with an 
6 -3 
electron density of 1,445 x 10 els cm This is in 
approximate agreement 
1961; Stubbe, 1970; 
with other authors (Briggs and 
Rishbeth and Garriott, 1969, p 
Rishbeth, 
82), with 
allowances made for different conditions (model atmosphere, 
solar zenith angle, geomagnetic dip angle, solar activity, etc.). 
There is no other peak, but this may be due to the fact that 
X = 00 , and that the lower limit is set at 120 km. The pro-
duction rate shows a slight rise at 120 km. The values of 
Q from 140 km (height of maximum production rate) to 120 km 
are listed below in Table 1. 
Table 1 . • Production rates below 140 km 
Ht (km) Production Rate Cern 3 s . 1 ) 
140 7,484 x 10 3 
135 7,405 x 10 3 
130 7,128 x 10 3 
125 6,942 x 10 3 
120 7, .0.16 x 10 3 
This seems to indicate that if the lower limit were reset at 
some lower altitude, an E-layer could be produced below 120 
km. This is discussed in the final chapter. 
5.3 Tests for Steady-State Condition 
In order to test whether this profile (Figure 2) was indeed 
a steady-state solution, two further solutions were obtained 
by using initial N(h) profiles 10% higher and lower, respec-
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tively, than that shown in Figure 1, as initial input data. 
The se two solutions are shown below, together with the pre-
vious equilibrium solution (Figure 2). 
-10 2 
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:l: 4.00 :l.<: 
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I 
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W 
I 
2.00 
0.00 0.50 1. 00 1. 50 -10 6 
ELECTRON DENSITYCELS CM-3J 
Figure 3. Comparison of final solution curves 
It can be seen that the maximum variation occurs at the peak, 
where the profile obtained by using higher N(h) starting 
-6 -3 
values has an electron density maximum of 1,475 x 10 els cm 
while that found by using lower N(h) values gives a maximum 
f 1 413 106els cm-3. Th' t d f ' o , X lS represen s a sprea 0 approxl-
mately 2 % on either side of the original solution, indicating 
that the steady-state solution found is acceptable, as such 
a small fluctuation is unlikely to be significant. 
Figures 4(a)-(h) show the variation in electron density at 
specific heights with time, starting at t=O with the original 
profile. Figures 4(a), (b) and (c) all show a maximum value 
as the original peak at 350 km "moves" down to its final 
value at 240 km. 
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5. 4 Daytime Precipitation Effects 
It would be expected that electrons with "soft" energy 
spectra would cause the maximum effect on ionospheric den-
sities (Arnoldy et al. , 1975), since such electrons produce 
peak ionization in the E- and low F-regions, where electron 
density is relatively low. Thus a characteristic energy 
of 2,5 keV was chosen, and a flux of 3 x 10 7els cm- 2 s -1. 
This represents a very large electron energy flux 
with those observed at present (Gledhill, 197 7) . 
compared 
The pro-
duction rate due to such precipitation was included as a 
second ionization source in the continuity equation. The 
result is shown below. 
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Figure 5. Equilibrium solution with and without 
precipitation. 
It can be seen that there is no significant change in the 
E- or low F-regions. The maximum enhancement occurs at 
the peak, where the e l ectron density rises to 
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6 -3 1,486 x 10 els cm after 1000 seconds. This difference 
represents a variation of 2,8% of the original density. 
Irregularities in electron density are almost always present 
in the F-region, the frequency of occurrence increasing 
diurnally at noon, and in proportion to the electron density 
(Titheridge , 1968). Such fluctuations can be caused by 
ionospheric winds , electric fields, magnetic disturbances, 
hydromagnetic waves , changes in heat flux conducted from the 
protonosphere to the ionosphere, as well as auroral precipi-
tation (Dixon and Forsyth, 1970; Dyson, 1969; Jones and 
Rishbeth, 1971). Large-scale var i ations in electron density 
due to magnetic storms for example, can be as much as 38% in 
mid-latitudes (Jones and Rishbeth, 1971) . Small changes in 
heat flux could produce a variation of 5% or more (Dyson, 
196 9) • Weak fluctua tions which are usually present can 
cause variations of 4 x 10 6 to 2 x 10 7 els cm-3 (Titheridge , 
1971). Evidence of such irregularities is seen in scintilla-
tion of satellite signals and spread-F traces on ionograms 
(Tither idge , 1968; Frihagen and Jacobsen, 1971). In view 
of this, it seems highly unlikely that a variation of 2,8% 
could be conclusively attributed to precipitation . 
Thus, even with a large electron energy flux, one would not 
expect to see marked chanqes in electron densities under 
normal daytime conditions. This i s probabl y due to the very 
much larger production rate due to photoionization (see Fig-
ure s 1-5 of Chanter 6). 
5.5 Niqhttime Solution 
As precipitation effects are not expected to be significant 
during the day, possible night effects were of interest. In 
order to produce a nighttime N(h) profile the following pro-
cedure was followed : 
(1) The steady-state solution of Figure 2 was used as a 
starting profile. 
(2) For 1000 seconds the production rate, Q, was reduced 
by 0,1 % on each step. 
(3) With Q=O, the integration process was allowed to con-
tinue for a further 4000 seconds. 
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The results are shown below in Figure 6, where the profiles 
are drawn after each 1000 seconds. 
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Equilibrium and nighttime solutions 
After 5000 seconds in all, the height of maximum electron 
density has risen to 260 km, and the value at this height 
5 -3 is 5,578 x 10 els cm , compared to a peak of 
1,445 x 10 6 els cm- 3 at 240 km originally. As would 
be expected in this simple model the part of the ionosphere 
where electron decay is most marked is in the high E- and 
low F-regions. 
The continuity equation for this situation where diffusion 
and production terms can be neglected, may be written 
dN 2 
- = - aN dt ( 1 ) (Arnoldy et al., 1975) 
where a = recombination coefficient (cm3 s-I). 
Integrating (1), one obtains 
dN 
= 
N2 
1 1 Hence a = t _ t (N 
o 
t 
f a dt 
t 
o 
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Using this, values of a were calculated from the profiles 
shown in Figure 6 for various heights in the ionosphere, and 
after different times. The results are listed in Table 2. 
Values quoted by Jesperson et al., (1969) and Arnoldy et al., 
(1975) are listed in Table 3 for comparison. 
It is obvious that the recombination rate is far too high 
below 170 km, particular ly around 125-140 km. The reasons 
are probably due to the following: 
(a) The way in which the nighttime ionosphere is simulated. 
As the model atmosphere is kept constant, values of the 
neutral densities, temperatures and hence reaction rate s, 
are higher than they would be in a nighttime atmosphere 
where the exospheric temperature would be falling. 
(b) The reduction of the production rates. In this simple 
model, the production rate is reduced from its noon 
maximum to zero in 1000 seconds, a far shorter time 
than in the real case. This may give rise to 
unrealistic values of electron density, particularly 
about the production peak at 140 km. 
Table ·2 • a as a function of heiaht . and time 
3 -1 3 -1 3 -1 3 -1 3 -1 3 -1 
Ht(km) a(em s ) a(em s ) a (em s ) a(crn s ) a(em s ) a (em s ) 
after 1500s after 2000s after 2500s after 3000s after 3500s after 4000s 
125 3,448xlO -7 1,613x10 -6 1,020xlO -5 2,922xlO -5 5,608xlO -5 1,988x10 -3 
130 3,104x10 -7 1,107x10 -6 8, 097x10 -6 1, O18xlO -4 1,430xlO -3 1,028xlO -2 
140 2,436xlO -7 4,388xlO -7 1,16RxlO -6 4,055xlO -6 1,734xlO -5 8,544xlO -5 
150 2,097xlO -7 2,790x10 -7 4,760x10 -7 9,514xlO -7 2,123x10 -6 5,056x10 -6 
160 1,817xlO -7 1,984x10 -7 2,502x10 -7 3,438x10 -7 4,924x10 -7 7,082x10 -7 
170 1,440xlO -7 1,408x10 -7 1,282xlO -7 1,192x1O -7 1, 166xlO -7 1,186x10 -7 
180 7,326xlO -8 7,634xlO -8 6,064x10 -8 4,820x10 -8 4,020x10 -8 3,440xlO -8 
190 2,051xlO -8 2,494xlO -8 2,246x10 -8 1,920xlO -8 1,682x10 -8 1,524xlO -8 
200 4,810xlO -9 5,766xlO -9 5,960x10 -9 5,780x10 -9 5,620xlO -9 5,500xlO -9 
220 6,180XIO-10 6,860XIO-10 7,340XIO-10 7,680XIO-10 8,020xlO -10 8,340X10-10 
240 2,396xIO-10 2,658xIO-IO 2,920xlO-lO 3,140XIO-IO 3,340XIO-IO 3,540XIO-IO 
250 -10 1,920xlO . 2,154xIO-IO 2,358x10-10 2,560XIO-IO 2,760X10-10 2,960XIO-10 
3 -1 
a(crn s ) 
after 4500s 
2,176xlO -4 
3,122xlO -2 
4,352xlO -4 
1,220x10 -5 
9,900x10 -7 
1,232xlO -7 
3,100xlO -8 
1,416xlO -8 
5,420xlO -9 
8 ,700xlO -10 
3,780XIO-IO 
3,140XIO-10 
3 -1 
a (em s ) 
after 5000s 
4,l-lOx10 -4 
6,806xlO -2 
2,028xlO -3 
2,786x10 -5 
1, 310x10 -6 
1,290xlO -7 
2,840x10 -R 
1,346x10 -8 
5,400x10 -9 
9,10Ox10-10 
4,000xlO-lO 
3,360X10-10 
~ 
.t> 
'" 
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(c) The routine u sed to integrate the ion density equations . 
The simple l inear segments algorithm used for the ion 
densities probab l y leads to inaccurate values of the 
chemical l oss rate. 
It should also be noted that since the t emperatures and sca l e 
h eights remain constant, the diffusion coefficients are un-
changed. This leads to a s low decrease in e l ectron density 
above the peak, since the diffusion terms increase with 
decreasing temperature and neutral density. The profiles 
thus obtained in Figure 6 are not tru l y r epresentat ive of a 
nighttime ionosphere. The cost, however, i n increased 
computer time that ~lOuld result if a time-varying model were 
used , is prohibitive, and as order of magnitude effects o nl y 
were sought , the night profi l e after 3000 seconds of integra -
tion was considered to be acceptable . 
Table 3. Values of CJ. 
Ht (km) 3 -1 CJ. (cm s ) Reference 
12 5 9x10- 8 Jespersen et al. , 1969 
130 1X10-7 Jesper sen et al . , 1969 
135 9,5x10 - 8 Jespers en et al . , 1 969 
140 6x10- 8 J espersen et al. , 1969 
140 1,7x10 -7 to 1,3x10 -7 Arno ldy et al . , 1 975 
225 
. -9 
6 ,2x10 to 1,2x10 - 9 Arnoldy et al. , 1975 
CHAPTER 6 
NIGHTTIME PRECIPITATION EFFECTS 
6.1 Introduction 
As has been noted in Chanter 5, precipitation effects are 
unlikely to be noticeable under normal daytime conditions, 
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due to the larae production by photoionization. At night, 
hOVlever, when there is no photoioni za tion, precipi ta ted 
electrons may well play some part in maintaining the night-
ti~e ionosphere (Antonova and Ivanov-Kholodnyy, 1961), par-
ticularly in the E-region. If recombination rates are 
correct, and there is no alternative source of ionization, 
electron densities in the E-region should fall to below 
10- 2 cm- 3 within some hours after sunset (Chen and Harris, 
1971) . 
density 
hicrh as 
Observations show, however, that the E-region 
3 -3 
seldom falls below 10 cm at niaht, and can be 
10 4cm- 3 (Strobel, 1974), which indicates a weak 
source of nighttime ionization or a change in rate co-
efficients (Yonezawa, 1968). This source of ionization 
as 
could be due to scattered solar radiation (the H Lyman a 
and H Lyman B lines) or precipitating electrons (Morse and 
Rice, 1976). 
this work. 
It is the latter which is of interest in 
From earlier calculations (Heighway, 1973; Huang, 1975), 
it seems that low energy (E < 20 keY) electrons would be 
most likely to produce ionization in the height ranae being 
considered. Althouah a significant correlation between 
high eneray precipitation and E-reaion densities was found 
by Haschick and Gledhill (1974), the observations were of 
electrons with energies nreater than 40 keY only. Thus 
the ionization in the E-reaion could well be due to the low-
energy electrons not detected by the equipment. This is 
... ~ 
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confirmed by Arnoldy et' al., (1975). In this study various 
fluxes of electrons with characteristic energies ranging 
from 0,5 keV to 5 keV were included as ionization sources 
in the continuity equation for a nighttime ionosphere. 
Finally, based on satellite data collected over the Anomaly , 
a flux of 1,1 x 10 4 els cm- 2 s-I, with characteristic eneray 
15 keV was included. (Gledhill, 1977Y. 
Some considerable time was spent on developing the methods 
finally used in solving the equations , so as to produce 
stable results in as economical a way as possible. The 
program was adjusted until the results produced were reason-
ably reliable. This was considered to be important as it 
enabled us to distinguish between genuine physical effects 
and spurious ones generated by the computation. The 
program was then used to calculate some preliminary results 
for fluxes of interest. 
~.2 Production Rates 
The production rate for photoionization was calculated using 
program INIT. The solar zenith angle is 00 , i.e. a noon 
maximum production rate. The production due to precipita-
tion was found using program IONS. The exospheric tempera-
tures are all set to 700 K, and the characteristic energies 
were 0,5, 2,5, 5,0 and 15 keV. Figures 1-5 show the 
production rate profiles for photoionization and precipita-
tion. The latter are shown for a unit integral IDH flux. 
It can be seen from Figures 2-5 that the profiles are 
strongly peaked, this effect becoming more marked as the 
energy increases. Thus one would expect that the effects 
of a low-energy electron flux would be seen 
(a) relatively high in the atmosphere , since the peak 
production rate occurs higher than for a high-energy 
electron flux, and 
(b) over a wider range of heights since the production is 
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Figure 1. Production rate due to photoionization for solar 
zenith angle X=Oo. 
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Figure 4. Production rate due to unit integral IDH flux of 
precinitated e l ectrons . 
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Figure 5. Production rate due to unit integral IDH flux of 
precipitated electrons. 
E = 15,0 keV 
o 
more evenly spread over a range. 
Thus a flux of low-energy electrons should produce a fairly 
thick layer of diffuse ionization relatively high in the 
ionosphere. High-energy fluxes would be expected to pro-
duce thin layers of dense ionization at lower altitudes. 
The maximum production and the height at which this occurs 
are listed in Table 1. 
It can be s een that with increasincr energy, the Q(h) profile 
for precipitated electrons has a greater maximum value, and 
that this occurs lower down in the atmosphere. Even with 
the maximum 
3 x 10 8 els 
flux 
-2 
cm 
used in these calculations, 
-1 
s , characteristic energy 0,5 keV, 
2 ' -3 1 the ~aximum production rate is 4,668 x 10 els cm s-
only 6,23% of that by photo ionization at noon. The densities 
Table '1 . ' Featu'resof Q (h) profiles 
Production Mechanism Characteristic Hei ght of Max . Prod. Energy maximum Rate 
(keV) (Jon) - 3 -1 
. . . . . .... , , (e l s ,em , s , ) 
Photoionization - 140 7,484xI03 
Precipitated. electrons 0,5 148 , 86 1, 556xl0 -6 
Precipitated. e lectrons 2,5 115,05 1,590xl0 -5 
Precipitated. e l ectrons 5,0 106 , 88 4,032xl0 -5 
Precipitated. e l ectrons 15,0 , , ,96 ,57 ,1,464xl0 -4 
in the lower Dart of the ionosphere at night , however, are 
so low that even a small product i on rate could be si~nifi­
cant. 
6. 3 Precinitation Effects 
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The production rates due to fluxes of electrons with charac-
t eristic ener~y as shown in Figures 2- 5 were inc luded in the 
continuity equation. The starting profile was taken from 
those p roduced by the ni~httime ionosphere simulation, as 
discussed in Chapter 5. The g raphs be l ow show the initial 
nighttime profile , with subseq uent profiles after the produc-
tion rate h as been introduced . These are drawn at 500 
second intervals, and are shown up to 600 km, and, on a l arger 
scale, up t o 200 km so that any c hange in electron density 
can be clearly seen. 
6.4 Discussion of Results 
The main features of Figures 6-12 are listed in Table 2. 
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Figure Eo 
(keV) 
6 0,5 
7 0,5 
8 0,5 
9 2,5 
10 2,5 
11 5,0 
12 5,0 
Table 2. Principal features 'of 
Figures 6 12 
.. 
Flux Feature Height 
-2 -1 (els em s ) (kIn) 
, , 
3xl08 Point of inflection 145 
3xl07 Point of inflection 145 
3xl06 Point of inflection 155 
3xl07 Local rraximum 145 
3xl06 Local rraximum 150 
3xl07 Local rraximum 125 
3xl06 Local rraximum " 130 
Electron 
Density 
(em-3) 
4,085xl0 4 
1,295xl0 4 
4,149xl0 3 
2, 177xl0 4 
6,625xI03 
3,775xl04 
,9,635xl0 3 
From the above it can be seen that effects are visible in 
the lower atmosphere, as would be expected since the pro-
duction rate profiles for the above spectra have maximum 
Th e higher fluxes values 
(3Xl0 8 
later) , 
below 150 km (see Table 1). 
-2 -1 
els crn s ) may be too high for the Anomaly (see 
but as reliable values are not available, the 
results are included. 
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The heights of the layers formed by the fluxes of electrons 
with energies less than 5 keV are somewhat hinher than would 
be expected, values below 130 krn for particle-E being 
usually observed (Chen and Harris, 1971). This may indicate 
that the cha racteristic energies chosen are too low, or that 
interactions between loYl eneray electrons and the ionosphere 
are more complicated than has been assumed (Banks et al., 
1974) . 
Even with the lowest fluxes used (3xl0 6 els cm- 2 s-1), there 
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is some enhancement of electron density. In addition to the 
main features tabulated above, the additional ionization slows 
down the rate of decay of the nighttime profile, as can be 
seen from Finures 6-12. If such fluxes are present over the 
Anomaly, precipitation effects in the E-region may well be 
detectable. 
It can be seen that the height of the local maximum or point 
of inflection depends on the flu x as well as the characteristic 
energy. In general an increase in flux moves the l ayer down-
wards (see Table 1). An increase of an order of magnitude in 
the flux also produces an electron density maximum between 
three and four times greater than that with the lower flux 
value. If the loss rate is assumed to be proportional to N2 , 
then one would expect the increased electron density to be 
110 times the lower value. The full range of energies and 
fluxes has still to be investigated , however, before conclu-
sions may reliably be drawn. 
The results of the inclusion of precipitation as detected by 
the Injun 5 satellite shows virtually no effect on e lectron 
densi ty, beyond some slowing dovln of the rate of electron 
d ecay in the 10vler atmosphere (see Figure 13). The combi-
nation of a low flux value and high characteristic eneray 
result in negligible ionization being produced in the height 
range under consideration. Thus, one would not expect to 
be able to detect evidence of such ionization, even at night, 
if this flux i s representative. Further satellite data 
seem to indicate, however, that the values recorded by 
Injun 5 may be a lower limit to precipitation fluxes. The 
Atmospheric Explorer C satellite observed electron energy 
-3 -2 -1 fluxes of the order of 10 ergs cm s over the Anomaly 
(Torr, 1977). If the 
the flux becomes 6xl0 4 
characteristic energy is 10 keV, then 
1 -2 -1 "1 1 'f e s cm S ; Slml ar y 1 an energy 
6 -2-1 
of 0,5 keV is considered , the flux is 1,2xl0 els cm s 
which is of the same order of magnitude as that used in 
Figure 8. Values observed by the DAPP satellite over the 
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great circle path between SANAE and Grahamstown indicate 
7 -2-1 
much higher fluxes of the order of 10 e ls cm s (Rash, 
1977) . It is uncertain whether these values have been 
corrected for background, so that they may be regarded as 
upper limits to actual precipitation. Until more data 
become available for the Anomaly, it is impossible to pre-
dict on purely theoretical grounds whether electron precipi-
tation will . be a significant source of ionization in this 
height range or not. 
If further observations confirm the lower values as recorded 
by Injun 5, it may be necessary to revise the computational 
model u sed here. The lower boundary wi ll in any case have 
to be extended down to 90 km in order to show the effects 
due to higher-energy electrons. From previous calculations 
(Wagstaff etal., 1976) the l owe r l imit of 90 km would include 
peak ionization rates for electrons with energies up to 
27 keV (height of maximum is 91,27 km). As has been noted 
earlier (Chapter 5, Table 1) the production by photoioniza tion 
shows a slight increase at 120 km, which may indicate the 
presence of an E-layer below this level. The behaviour of 
this in a nighttime situation with a particle flux should 
prove interesting. The possibilities of this and further 
refinements of this preliminary treatment are discussed in 
the following chapter. 
On the computational side, there appears to be a limit to the 
flux that can be introduced into the program. This is 
8 -2-1 
approximately 10 els cm s , and is probably due to the 
way in which the production rate is included since Q is 
simply set to the value due to precipitation. The resulting 
electron densities oscillate wildly, particularly in the 
region where production is high. It is most likely that, if 
the production rate were increased more gradua lly, in a 
fash ion similar to the reduction of photoionization , these 
numerical difficulties c ould be removed. Much the same kind 
of instability is generated if the daytime production rate is 
sudden l y removed. In actual cases 
the onset can be gradua l or sudden , 
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of electron precipitation 
and both poss i bilities 
shoul d be investigated. To see the permanent effect , 
h owev er , only a steady- state solution is needed so that 
production could be gradual l y i ntroduced as suggested above . 
CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION 
7.1 Summary 
The results of the work completed can be briefly summed up 
as follows: 
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(l) A fast and reliable me thod of so l vin9 the continuity 
equation for electrons and the more important of the ion 
density equations has been developed. 
(2) This method has been used to find a daytime equil ibrium 
electron density profile , which has proved to be stable 
and acceptable when compared with actual conditions. 
(3) A large electron energy flux has been used as an 
additional source of daytime ionization, and there is 
little effect. 
(4) A reasonable nighttime profile has been found by a 
simple reduction of photoionization to zero. 
(5) Various fluxes of precipitated electrons have been 
used as nighttime ionization sources . The results 
are inconclusive in so far as this application to the 
Anomaly is concerned. If fluxes are sufficiently 
6 -2 -1 high (of the order of 10 els cm s ), then there is 
a definite change in electron density which may be 
detectable. If further measurements show that 
actual fluxes are lower than has been assumed, there 
may be no significant effect in the higher parts of 
.the E-region. 
Before the araument regarding the im90rtance of precipitation 
on the ambient nighttime densities can be concluded, more 
observations are needed. Values of fluxes and energies are 
necessary, as well as the type of enerqy spectrum actually 
observed. The type assumed throughout this work has been 
of the form J=J exp(-E/E), but there seems to be evidence 
o 0 
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of a nower-law spectrum J=J E- Y where Y is a constant, called 
• - 0 
the spectral index by many workers, characterising the parti-
cular spectrum . (Gledhill, 1977; Rash, 1977). 
Various authors doubt the validity of particle fluxes as a 
significant factor when calculating N(h) profiles (e.g. 
Morse and Rice , 1976), ~referring other possibilities such 
as wind shea rs (Chen and Harris, 1971), anoma lous recombi-
nation (Yonezawa , 1968) or scattered solar radiation (Morse 
and Rice, 1976) . In order to evalua t e precipitation aginst 
fluxes must be these factors an accurate assessment of 
obtained . It will also be necessary to divide particle 
effects into two ~ain groups: those that are caused by a 
continuous blllux of precipitated electrons, e.g. maintenance 
of the nighttime ionosphere; and those that result from 
short high -intensity bursts of energetic electrons causing 
particle-E layers to form (Fi sher et al., 1977). The 
relative imnortance of each can only be assessed when more 
information is available. 
7.2 Possible Developments 
There are many possibilities that should be considered if 
this work is to be continued. The major limitation of the 
program is the static model atmosphere used. More recent 
models have been published by Jacchia (1977) which indicate 
slight changes from earlier versions (Jacchia, 1971). What 
is needed is a t ime -varying model wh ich wou l d allow full 
diurnal cycles to be c a lculated. This would undoubted ly 
lead to a l arge increase in computer time and core, but 
would give more meaningful results. Two such time-
varying mode ls are available, by Hedin et aI, (1974) and 
Hedin (1976). This latter allows for variations in 
latitude and longitude as well as time of day, mag netic and 
solar activity in calculations of exosnheric t emperature , 
and densities of N2 , O2 , 0, He, H, Ar, and temneratur e as 
func tions of height. This program has been briefly run at 
Rhodes and first results seem to be promisinq. 
The next st~p to take would be to extend the lower limit 
into the E- or even D-regions . There are complications 
arising from the high ion densities and complex chemistry 
invo l ved. An attempt was made to solve the continuity 
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equation down to 90 km. Equilibrium solutions are 
reasonably straightforward, but a nightt ime profile was 
virtua lly impossible. This was because of the large insta-
bilities in the ion density equations between 90 and 110 km, 
due to the chanqe in production rate. Using a more sophis-
ticated routine for solving "stiff" simultaneous ordinary 
differential equations due to Gear (1971) proved to be 
useless as the computer time needed was excessive. This 
difficu l ty may be caused by the simple reduction of photo-
ionization. It is possible that with the full time -va rying 
mode l atmosphere such complications will prove l e s s trouble-
some . 
It has been shown that neglect of ionospheric winds in the 
E-region at night leads to profiles lacking in the irregular 
features actually observed (Chen and Harris, 1971). Inclu-
sion of wind-shear terms and ion-neutral collision frequencies 
(which in the current study are assumed to be negligible in 
comparison with gyrofrequencies) could give a more r epresent-
ative picture of the lower ionosphere, particularly at night. 
The importance of precipitation would be seen more clearly, 
and could be more directly related to the occurrence of 
sporadic -E l ayers on ionoqrams. Another difficulty arises 
with the inclusion of winds in the F-region, but this may 
prove to be necessary. 
If work on the upper part of the atmosphere only is considered , 
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then inclusion of winds, and possibly of electric fields, 
will be the logical next step. Realistic T and T. profiles 
e 1 
should also be used. A discussion of boundary conditions 
can be found in Waldman (1973), and of com~uting techniques 
in Hastings and Roble (1977). 
It is clear that there is a great deal of scope in this line 
of research. The present study has shown that precipitation 
effects may be a significant factor in understanding the 
behaviour of the ionosphere, particularly at night. Further 
work needs to be done to confirm this. 
APPENDIX A 
Appendix A 
The Transpor t Term in the Continuity Equation 
The transport of ionization in the continuity equation is 
expressed by V. (N~O ~lhere V is the velocity of electrons. 
Here an expression is derived for this term. The follow-
ing is based on a treatment by Torr and Torr (1969). 
The equations of motion for the electrons and ions are: 
-Nm dY = 
e dt V (NkTe) + v . Nm (V-V.) + v Nm V e1 e - -1 e e 
- Nmes: + Ne (~ x B + !:) 
V(NkT.) +ve< Nm (V.-V) +v.Nm. V. 
1 • . e -1 - 1 1-1 
- Nm. g - Ne (V. x B + !:) 1- -1 
where Ni = Ne = N = electron density 
(1) 
(2 ) 
V = (u ,v , w ) is the velocity of the electrons 
e e e 
V. = (ui,vi,wi ) is the velocity of the ions -1 
m = mass of the electrons 
e 
mi = mass of the ions 
k = Boltzmann's constant 
Te = electron temperature 
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Ti ~ ion temperature 
V. ~ collision frequency between electrons and ions 
e1 
vior ve ~ collision frequency between ions or electrons 
and neutrals (note that since winds are 
ignored, the neutral gas is at rest) 
~ (O,O,g) is the acceleration due to gravity 
B ~ magnetic flux intensity ~ B(-coslrl ,O,-sinlrl) 
in the Southern Hemisphere 
r ~ geomagnetic dip angle 
E ~ electric field in the ionosphere 
e ~ magnitude of the charge on the electron 
The dilections (x,y,z) are taken as pointing south , east and 
upwards respectively. 
Assuming that terms in me are negligible and that acce l era-
tions are zero for large-scale motions, eqns (1) and (2) 
become: 
a ~ ~'" (NTe ) + e (~ x B + ~) ----- (3) 
a k + m. v. V. - m. g - e (V. x ~ N'" (NTi ) 1 1-1 1- -1 B + ~) ----- (4) 
Taking the scalar product of (3) with B: 
Assuming that the atmosphere is horizontally stratified, so 
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that terms in a and a are zero, one obtains ax ay 
a(NT ) 
o = (~ ahe ) (-BsinI) + e (-E BcosI - E BsinI) x z 
k a (NT ) 1 
Ez = (-BsinI' N ah
e 
- eEx BcosI) eBsinI 
E 
z = 
k 
Ne 
Cl(NT ) 
e 
ah E cot I x 
Taking components of (4): 
0= O+m. v .v. -e(-BcosI w. + BsinI u. +E) 
111 1 1 Y 
(5 ) 
(6) 
(7) 
k Cl (NT i ) 0= N ah +m.v.w. +m.g-e(BcosI v. +E ) ----- (8) 111 1 1 Z 
Substituting for E from (5 ) into (8 ) gives 
z 
Cl (NT. ) k 0 1 v.-e(-= ah +miviwi+mig- eBcosI N 1 
0 k = N 
- E cotI) 
x 
a [(T.+T )NJ 
ah 1 e 
+ eE cot I 
x 
From eqn (6): u. = 
1 
+m.v . w. +m.g- eBcosI 
111 1 
[-eBsinI v. + eE J 1 X 
k a(NT ) e 
Ne ah 
Vi 
(9 ) 
(10) 
From eqn (7): v i = [ -eBcosI wi + eBsinI u i 
+eE ] y ----- (11) 
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From eqn (8): w. = 
1. 
Then, from (12), W. = 
1. 
+ eBcosI v. - eE cotI] 
1. x 
[-V' + eBcosI vi 
substituting for wi from (14) into (ll) gives 
----- (12) 
----- (13) 
----- (14) 
= vl.' m v 
1 [-eBcosI (_1_ [-V' + eBcosI v. - eE cotI]) 
m.v. 1. x i i 1. 1. 
+ eBsinI (_1_ [-eBsinI v. + eE ] + eE ] 
m.v. 1. x y 
1. 1. 
The horizontal components of the earth's electric field, E 
x 
and Ey ' are ignored due to the controversy surrounding 
theoretical and experimental values. According to measure-
ments made by Haerendel et al .,(1967), the horizontal field 
has a value of the order of 10-3 Vrn- 1 . Theoretical calcu-
-1 lations imply fields of 5 - 10 Vm (Stubbe, 1968). The 
effects of electric fields on plasma transport is, in any 
case, thought to be rather small except during magnetic 
disturbances and about the geomagnetic equator (Banks and 
Kockarts, 1973b, p.186). 
Thus: 
V. 
1. 
22222 . 2 
[ 1 + e B cos I + e B Sl.n I J = 2 2 2 2 
mi vi mi vi 
[-eBcosI (- V' ~)J 
1. 1. 
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vi = 
2 2 
m. v. 
~ ~ V'eBcosI 
2 2 
mi Vi 
(15 ) 
substituting for vi into eqn (10), and omitting terms in 
E ,E , one obtains: 
x y 
= 
= 
= 
I 
1 
m. v . 
~ ~ 
[ -eBsinI V eBcosI ] 2 2 2 2 
mivi+eB 
-e
2B2sinlcosI V' 
2 2 2 2 
m. v. (m. v. + e B ) 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
-sinlcosI V' 
2 2 
mi Vi 
m.v.( 22+1) ~ ~ e B 
-sinlcosI V' 
+ 1) 
where w2 =(ion gyrofrequency)2. 
Thus, substituting for v. into (14): 
~ 
W. :::: 
~ [-V' +eBcosI 
V'eBcosI J 
2 2 2 2 
mi vi + e B 
-V' 
= -- + 
m.V. 
~ ~ 
222 
eBcosI V' 
(16) 
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= 
-V' 
m.v. 
~ ~ 
+ (17) 
+ 1) 
Assuming that the ion-neutral collision frequency « ion 
gyrofrequency, 
i.e. 
then v. = 
~ 
= 
~ 0, 
V'cosI 
2 2 
m. v. 
~ ~ + eB 
eB 
V'cosI 
2 2 
mi vi 
-=-:-=-+ eB 
w 
V'cosI 
" 
and u. 
~ 
and w. 
~ 
eB 
-sinIcos r V' 
m. v. 
~ ~ 
-V' V' cos"r 
,, -- + 
= 
from (15) 
(from (16)) 
(from (17) ) 
Taking components of (3): 
(18) 
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0 
0 
0 
Hence 
= 0 + e (-BsinI v + E ) -----e x 
= 0 + e(-BcosI w + BsinI u + E ) -----e y 
k a(NT ) e 
+ = N ah 
v = 0 
e 
cosI 
ue = sinI we 
= cotI w 
e 
e(BcosI + v 
e 
(from (19), 
e 
E ) 
z 
since E = 0) 
x 
(from (20), E = 0) y 
As there is no vertical current, wi = we' 
Thus V = (u
e
' W) 
e 
(from (18)) 
( 19) 
(20) 
----- (21) 
The transport term is 9 . (~) = 9 .N (-V'sin
2I cotI , 0, 
m.v. 
1 1 
a As only az terms are included, this becomes 
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v • (N~) = V. N 
= -V.N (sin2r) (~ a [(T T )N] ) N 'h 1.' + e + m1.' 9 miv i 0 from (13) 
where VD _ diffusion velocity 
. 2r k a 
= S1.n [-N 'hE (T. + T )NJ + m.gJ 
mi vi 0 1. . e 1. 
where H(O) = scale height of atomic oxygen, the principal ionic 
consti tuent over most of ·the upper atmosphere. 
Then, 
VD 
kT 
VD 
where D 
T 
e 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= T, the temperature of the neutral gas. 
sin 2 r [2 a (NT) + H lo) ] NT ah m.v. 1. 1. 
kT 
. 2r 2 a + H(10 )] S1.n [NT (NT) m. v. ah 1. 1. 
. 2 [2 a (NT) + H (10) ] Ds in r NT an ----- (22) 
kT 
ambipolar diffusion coefficient 
-m.v. 1. 1. 
The above expression for VD may be compared with that for 
ambipolar diffusion derived by Schunk and Walker (1 9 73). 
The expression for D is that derived by Chapman and Cowling 
(1960) 
where 
D = 3 
kT ~ 
( 1Tm (0) ) 
p = collision diamter = 6 x 10-8 cm 
n(O) = number density of atomic oxygen 
m(O) = mass of atomic oxygen 
[ . 2 2N aT aN N ] Hence V. (N~) = -V. (NVD) = -V. DSln I (~ ah + 2 ah + H) 
D . 2 = - Sln I 
. 2 
-DSln I 
+ 2 
(.? aT aN 
T ah ah 
(writing H(O) as H) 
----- (23) 
This is the expression used in the continuity equation for 
the transport of electrons due to diffusion. 
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- FLOW-CHART FOR - PROGRAM I WI T 
OPEN ARCHDATA02 r- READ VALUES OF REACTION I-+- CALCUlATE 
RATES, NEUI'RAL DENSITIES , SCALE HEIGHTS 
HEIQITS, TEMPERATURES 
PRTh'T ProDUCTION EVALUATE ProDUCTION EVAWATE OPTICI\L 
RI>.TES RATES DEPTH FOR EACH 
WAVELENGTH BII.ND 
EVALUATE CO- PRINT HEIGHTS, 
EFFICIENI'S OF COEFFICIENTS 
CUBIC EX)UATION 
t INN YES 
IS muATION CUBIC?: ffiLVE CUBIC 
(SUBt;OUTll<E 
NO CUBIC) 
YES t 
SOLVE QUADRATIC : IS EQUAT ION I'llUTE " rooTS OF 
QUADRATIC? _ POLYI\'O~UAL .l1 .. pE:" 
l\'O t 
"''lUTE " rooTS OF l SOLVE LINEAR EQUATION PRI NT 3 RCXlTS I 
QUADRATIC All.E: " 
_. 
PRINT 2 rooTS I PRINT N I N=~lAX; OF 3 !'OYI'S I 
t I N=~. OF 2 rooTS I HRl TE "INITIAL I ELECI'OON DENSITY" 
J 1 PRINT ALL VALUES OF N 
SOLVE FOR ION PRINT HEI QITS , ION ~1RITE 'ill FILE: PID--
DENSITIES DENSITIES DUCTION PATES , ION 
DENSITIES 
_ I STOP ~ 
c 
Sn'-'HTLlS r 
II b i' A I' Y ( II >~ r r "(Ill r PH: S ) 
P;,O,,~"I'l(J!VIl ) 
CO~P~fS~ JhIE~EQ hN~ LUblCAL 
C'JrlJl> tI C r 
I ;, pur :> = C R iJ 
')1) r~ll r u= Lp" 
II S E 4 = F. i' 1 / u,~ t- v R ""~ rl f ~ (A R CHI} A TAO 4 ) / ? 5 6 
E t"~ D 
C Fo TI .. , ~ T f S \,J v fI L \J t " It ' l 11 ~ L ELf. C T R U; [) F ~ S J T Y ( "" I r h l' U T 
CD ! ~ f US I '! 'I ), I'J ~ i) t ~, s I r I f S 
C 
c 
11 A S r f!' I r, I 1 I r, LV" l u ~ 
REAL Kj(5S) ,~c()5) ,d(J3) 
C " '~ P I. t- feU F. F ( ,,) ,I: l. l L r ( 3) , f lEe ( 2) , x ( 3 ) , ell E f- f- ( ~ ) , k f) U T ( 4 ) 
D I r 1 F /. S I U "j F ( .,.» , t ~ () (: r ( 4) , A ( ,3) , [} ( ~ 3) , L ( ., 3) , F \ ., ~ ) , 
*D(S3), H'H,,)t'N (55) ,fl (i!) ,EI ' U) 
C :11'. h U .• / tll / ~ (, ( .,.3) • 0" 2 ( 'j 5 ) , i.' i),~ ( 53) , H T ( 5 S) , t · N ~ J D 5 ) I [) () Ll 03) 
( "1""".1 ' /Ii 2 / [J f U I ( ~ j) , to lJ E ~ ( ~ 3) I II" 2 ( ., S) , Ci (J ( " .3 ) , () N" ( ., ~) , 'J ( 53 ) 
( ,H'lt'" I '; / f\ .1/ S ( ". L £ I.J ( :>.3 ) , ~ 1 , ~!. , ~ 5 , A L 1 (.,::;) , A L 2 ( ., s) , A I. ~ ( ., 3 ) 
C :) r11~ 1/. /~, S / r t , .~ P ( ., ; ) 
C-LL l'S~F1L~((,lH~D,'12hAACriuATAU2 ,-l,iJ) 
N=lvS11l 
C:Ll GE TA RM~y (!, .• ,KI) 
CALI. ~ETAkRAY (I,N/K2) 
CILI. ~tr~AR~Y(1,~,K5) 
C -\ L L 'j F T A! { ~ t\ Y ( l , !'II .I P. l 1 ) 
CALL \'ETARRAY(/,~,AL~) 
C4LL uErARqnY(1,~,AL5) 
"~1 i!yv1 
C"LL "ErARR'd(7,'J,HT) 
C-LL GEr~MRAY(I,~,u\2) 
C ,:, l L (, ETA K R.\ Y ( 7 , " , f) ,; Il 
t o LL GET~K Nni(/, 1 ,DJ) 
t~ = 2. 6.3 4 
CAll 1,~TARR~V(7,~,TE P) 
C S FT IJ P C ,1[: fF l CI E ~ r S I ~ C u i3 I ,; E Q II A TIn ~ 
G 
C to L L ,J toP) T v I ·.H~ 
(11"> 1 J ;:: 1 I S. 3 
A ( J ) = - ,i L 1 (J ) * A II ( .J ) * • L 3 ( J ) * ( K 1 ( J ) * a ., 2 ( J ) + K c ( J ) * ~ I II. ( J ) ) 
'" ( J ) =.\ 1.'1 ( J ) *.i L 2 ( .J ) * i\ L ~ ( J ) *,j 1/ ( J ) - A L 1 ( J ) * A l I. ( J ) • ~ 5 ( J ) * 
* " Ll ( .J :> * ( K 1 (J ,\ * I)'d ( J ) + K ~ ( J ) * j) ;Ie ( J ) ) 
C ( j ) = i,( ,I ) * C'; l'l U ) • A l SC J ) * U ( J ) * I) 0 2 ( J ) + A L 2 ( J ) * A l5 ( J ) * 
* K 1 I J ) •. ,';,2 ( ,I ) ... All (J .1 * ALe ( J ) * K:> (J ) * D <J ( J ) ) 
* - " :, (. ( ,I ) * ( 1\ II ( J ) * A L 3 ( J ) * K 2 ( J ) * 'J 0 2 ( J ) + A L Z ( J ) * • L 5 ( j ) * K 1 ( ,J ) * Il N 2 ( J ) + 
* , L 1 ( ,! j * ,~ L 2 ( J ) * K 5 ( J ) * il U ( J ) ) 
* - \' (I < ( ,J ) * ( ~ L < ( J ) * ~ L 3 ( J ) * K 1 ( J ) * I) ~ 2 ( ,J ) + A L 1 ( J ) *.A L I. \ J ) • ~ ~ ( J ) * [) () ( J ) -
* p L 1 (J ) * Ii L 3 ( J ) * K'I (J ) * il ~ ? ( J ) ) 
to i J ) = 1\ L 1 (J ) *' S ( J ) • V Ii ( J ) * K ;. ( J ) * D () 2 ( J ) * '< ( ,J ) + ALI. ( J ) * , .~ ( J ) * I) C< ( J ) 
* • K 1 (,i) * ~ 1< 2 ( J ) * .J ( j ) - ~ 1 1 (J I * ~ S ( J ) * ,) (> ( ,J ) * K 2 ( J ) * 0 v ~ ( J ) * ,/ II (. ( J ) 
* + ;\ l 1 (.J ) * t:.:i ( J ) * [J (I ( .J ) • K'I ( J ) • iJ '; 2 ( J ) • Q t: ,: ( J ) + A L (. ( J ) • K ~ ( J ) * D lJ ( J ) 
**'2(J)* !)U~ (J)*Q~~IJI-~L~(J)*k3(J)*Uu(J)*~1(J)*UN~(J)*QO~(J) 
1 C'I~'Tl "JE 
~. k IT f ( .; , (> I, 0 d) ( ~ T ( J ) , A ( J ) , h ( " ) , C ( J ) , E ( J ) , J = 1 , ., j ) 
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2 tJ iF tf. ~!.,l).t- (~ . ,) .) 11\\ T\: 46 
" ( 1 , .. ) = t' ( I , ,I ) I 0, ( 1 , I ) 
H) 
( SINGJJL4R) 
2' ClhfiNilF. 
2~ cenT; ,~liE 
2S l~ ( ~00~) 4~ •• ).~4 
21, ~u ~'J 11 =1, ',I' 
1 ::." . T -I - !. 1 
)1=]-1 
I}U ~ -. "'1=1.l<: 
,1:Ji+'-J1 
J t!.:.: ,J'" 1 
l'1 = - " ( I , J ) 
IF (12-.'~) ~(,~),2~ 
2~ 00 Ib '=J~,ll 
"1 = l" 1 - ,', ( , , ,I I • (. ( K ) 
26 C\l~'llt~ "f: 
27 C(J)~!<1 
21\ C,lI i r J Nllt 
~" c'J ~:=1,j2 
/1(],,q=C(K) 
~Q corn J ~')F. 
3 il C U ~, T I ~ lj F. 
J=r+'1-r1 
12"i+1 
i· =i~( J / ') 
I)u .$ .. -.. .. 1=1,;~ 
IF (I-J) j1,j2.5~ 
31 1; 1=0. 
~I (. T" .)!.. 
3~ 11=1. 
ij(1 li. ';'+ 
3,3 1'1=A(j.JI 
3( IF Ci1-1) 5(,:;(,~., 
3~ P0 3n K=I2. ~ 
l'1=w1-; (I'~)'n(K,J) 
3(, CIJ'"r I ',,!E 
3 1 r;( J )~;,1 
3 8 Cu,'if II'C'~ 
I; (i 5'-i J = 1 , 11 
I F ( •• " 'I. J .) G " HI 4 " 
;. (I"')=C(J)i ,, 
3'1 Cui ,TI~;')r. 
4{J rl)~,'TtNI_jt 
')(; 4', l:::1,il 
41 IF (j 0(1 )-1) ~~,44,~~ 
I.? ,I = I ~" ( J ) 
ou 45 . ='1 "I 
STI')="«(,I) 
,. e K , [ ) = 11 ( K • J ) 
'; «(, J ) "ST', 
4 3 cu" T d-'JE 
I,TU=!i . Il(Ji 
1'101' (,,) =J 
iN;" ( , ) '" 1ST (J 
(;ll '[Ii 41 
44 C{If'T1,,~li'" 
4 ~ R~T\'I' N 
4 6 I EI" ~'1 
I' IJ 4 I !. = 1 I I 
[j \.1 4"/ .I = 1 , i'l 
4 l I,', ( j • ,I ) =., , 
I{ t:' 1 U tf ~-.j 
t. t-J f) 
FI '. ISH 
83 
FLOW-CHART FOR PROGRAM NEQM 
· I OPEN . ARCHDATA02 1 
t 
READ FROM DI SC : PRODUCTION RATES , REACTION RATES , 
ELECTRON, ION AND NEUTRAL DENS ITIES, HEIGHTS , DIF -
.. FUSI ON COEFF ICIENTS 
t 
SET TIME INTERVAL lit I 
t 
1 ENTER LOOP 1 
t 
I READ I FROM DISC DIAGONALS OF MATRIX 1 
t l CALCULATE LOSS RATE I 
t 
SET UP RIGHT- HAND SIDE VECTOR 
(EQN (8 ) , CHAPTER 3 ) 
t 
SOLVE TRID I AGONAL SET OF EQUAT I ONS 
(SU BROUTINE TRI DIAG) 
t 
1 SOLVE ION DENS ITY EQUATIONS 1 
t 
IS NI6 00 > N1 S90 km 
YES FIT EXPONENT I AL , km EXTRAPOLATE TO f NO FIND NI60 0 km 
PRINT HEAD I NGS (SUBROUTINE 
PRINT RESULTS LMSPOLYFI T) 
t 
NOI HAS 
I END OF LOOP BEEN REACHED? I 
t YES 
1 WRI TE ELECTRON AND ION DENSITIES TO DISC 1 
t 
I s'rop I 
c 
SHORfLIST 
L 1 ti R ~ n ( ~ ,W T H l! UTI ~ E S ) 
p"u\>R rt~ (IIE~I ' ) 
I~PllT ;=CKO 
UiJTPU r 0=LPd 
C,;hPPFSS l,'HEGE;, ~Nu Lu6ICilL 
E 'I D 
C E('UILlb~IUli 1HLuE 
C U;,E:, '1("lll[,.,,'1 L)NOITIOt~ D,I/IJT=-flIV(N\I), 
C FLux " T lIPPeR ~"UIJf)AKY = I,tll 
C J ' H P i' 0 '-!\ T h A r 1', K 1 1" TE: R v A L S BE HI f r. N 4 u u - 0 II V rli 
C T"K~S ACr.uU'-:T 0:= ~TEP CHANG!:' AT 1611 01 
C NES!JLfS aUMpED ~T 1.=1~00U O ~ Jl~C 
C 
c 
'1 ~ S T r- ,{ C' 1f'T I II U I f Y 
Rf,AL q (~.s) ,,:"()$) ,,3(~') 
D [ ~,f. N $ I '.I', H T ( oj.5) , )<. ( :, \ ) , Y ( ~.5) , l ( 5.5) , E L ( :;.5) , D H ( ~ 3 ) , A ( 52) , 
.BOn d)()~) ,Ht5?l ,P('j$) , lIO:;) ,S('>$) ,Q1 03) ,q~<:>:s\ '(IHS3) 
C (! /' I~ 1I ' ,1 / il1 / A L 1 (;.s) , 1\ L " ( ) 3 ) , II L:S ( 5 "3 ) , 11 , I) U ( ~ 3 ) , D', i ( ~ ~ ) , i) lJ 2 ( ; 3) , F. ( ') 3 ) 
C () r~ I-I () ~ I ">.\ / K 1 , r i , K ,I , IJ ,) 1 ( ; .5) , ')') i I ( 5 ~) , ,)" 0 1 ( 5 3) , D ~ " T ( 5 3) , r ,. , ~ l! 
C LJ t~ 110 '. I " ~ / q u " ( ~d) , '1 ~ " ( ~ '~) , (,j II ( ~ ~~ ) 
C 'i i'! M 1/ "/ \I, / ~ f , (: (I OJ , S C.', L E 
C " L L ,I S E F 1 L t ( l , ~ n t D , 1 C. 11" R C H D AT,' I) 2 , -1 , 0 ) 
;=140",) 
C,\LL 'i~T:'K~",y«,;I ,I)!)n 
CALL ;ET'RIIAY(7",'JN2) 
CHL ;;Ef,~K~i\y(/,I"QII ) 
t,=1031d 
CllL ~ETAMRAY(1,~ ,~') 
C~LL GEr~NRAY(',~,Ki) 
CALL ~~rANRAI(7,~,Kj) 
C " L L l' E r ,\ N 11 \ V ( ? , ~ , ~ L'I ) 
CALL GEr~H~A{ (7, N ,AL2) 
C~LL .ETA~N~Y(7,~,AL3) 
~ = 1 C} U (I 0 
C~lL GETAH~AY(~,',~) 
CALI " ErAkRlly(~,~,Du/l) 
C, \ U (; E T ;! R R ," Y ( '( , ~ , D "II) I ) 
C"lL GE 1ARA~y«(,~,D ~il ) 
C_LL ~E1ARRAY«(,~,DUl) 
1< =1 \)':iu1 
CALL ~fTAk~AY(1, • • HT) 
C~LL GElqkR~Y(7,',O~~) 
CALL GEfARR/lY (!, ~,D,jO 
C-LL GETAk~.\Y(/ ", DU) 
C C~LL l'P Cc'EFFIClE'iTS )'" If'A"SPOln TE~il 
c 
I'! = 1 3 II () 0 
CALL uETAkRAi(7,~,X) 
C4LL GEIARRAY(!,~,Y) 
('Lt GeTANMAY(!,P,Z) 
PII 1t 1,=1,." 
flH(N)=S.O 
1 2 C ,) N T 1 'LI f. 
01) 13 ,,='1,55 
DM( ',)=1:J,F5 
1 3 C I, (, T p. U E 
C 
C SET TII~f: I'JlE~VftL, TM 
C 
P .' =1.U 
DU b :. (j=1.1:)VII 
c 
C CAL L l ' P l> I A G U (H\ L S 0 F '1 AT R I X 
C 
c 
K~=I.i:ldOIl 
COLI bETAIIR~Y(I,KK,A) 
CALI. GET ~KMAY(/.Kr. ~ ) 
C,ILl. rlEL\'<RAY l (, n., i) 
C CALCUl.ATE L0~~ RATE 
C 
DU C <=1 ,'3 
EL(N)=(AL1( ~ )*D ~ O l( ~ )+AI.i(N)*D02I( ~ )+AL3(N)*D~~I(N»)*f(~) 
2 C 'J i'd I I, lJ E 
C 
C SET UP RI~rlT-rlAND SluE CUL0M~ VECTuR 
C 
r, n 1 6 ~; = 1. ~ 1 
R ( '" ) = l' ( .'i + 1 ) 1 T h + Jl. ( ~ + 1 ) * ( E ( ., + 2 ) - 2 , * ~ ( N +'1 ) + ~ (~) ) ) 1 
* ( 2 • * t; H ( ~ ) * [, ~ ( 'v) ) + y ( "' + 1 ) * ( F ( " + C, ) - E ( t, ) ) I ( !- • * D H l N ) ) 
* + 1. ( (.) 1- 1 ) * ( ( :, + 1 ) + (I 0 <1. ( t • • '( ) + (, !\ i! ( rl + 1 ) + I., II ( N + 1 ) - F. L ( h + 'I ) 
16 C'.I tITI,IUt 
c 
p ( 1 ) = R ( 1 ) + E (1 ) *~. ( i ) i ( t • * [, h ( 1 ) * iJ I: ( 'I ) ) 
R ( h ) = f: ( <; ) IT ; + , ( \I ) •. ( ::>' ( F <. 1 II ) - F ( II) ) -1 S * ( E ( Y ) - I: \ 0) ) ) 
*11)1'. f1 C+Y (1/) * I f. ('I (, ) -t (i!) 11;', F>;+Z(It) *t ( \I)-~l(':J)+ 
* Q '.i 2 (It ) + I., ~ 2 ( 'f ) + r: (I ( " ) 
R ( ~ 2 ) = F. ( 5:> ) * • (f, ~ 1 (\ 4 E i - 5 , H< - t: ( ,:5) *I) • S 7 5 0 F 1 <! * ( '[ • S 4 F. - 7 1 
'6~~.~+1/,S~~~ Y ~fl)-6.~( 3 uE12*(~()3)-t(5t»/S.t) 
l SOLVE S rT OF fC,UATliH' S 
C 
CJl lL Tklni~G(r.,!),.~,r,~2.I~R) 
c 
C S I} LV t I 'J 1\ 1 U I: 1\ ~ I T Y t (.' u P. T /lH; S 
l 
UU 1(0 ~'=1.S3 
fJ I, (J 1 ( , .. ) = f.>t; 0 I ( I',) + H, * l , 1 ( , ,) * D Ii I. ( 1-1) * Ii li I ( II) + K 5 ( I·' ) * i) U ( 1·1) * D N ~ l ( i,ll -
* P l 1 ( ,', ) .. {l ~, (J I '- I' ) * f. ( N ) ) 
f:' I ' ~ I ( ,. ) = [l (j? I ( 1-' ) + 'I ,'I< ( ,; n Z ( <1 ) +1.>1 II ( II) * K I. (1'1) * D U t ('~ ) - ~ I. ~ ( '1 ) * 
* f «(" ) • D (l? 1 ( i',) ) 
P ~ 2 I ( .. ) = C.) ~ 2 l h ) i ( K.~ cr4 ) .. I> n ( "1 ) + A L 5 (1'0 * ~ U1 ) ) 
I~ I) I l~, ) = E (; I ) - ["I" 1 ( !"I ) - I' N 1/ I ( ,J, ) - II I~ 21 P-i ) 
1U Cl)rqJ l" uE 
OJ) 21 r,~=2.13 
L'I .' I (t' ) = I~,')j ( I ') .lI-'* , Ill' ( i ' ) - IJ l! I ( :'1) • ( ~ 'I ( ,j) * 0 N 2 ( M) + K .: ( ",) * ii (j 2 0';) ) ) 
[}IJ t.:'t · tJ =1 , 5?i 
I F ( 11 U ? I ( I~ ) • L F • I) • l' ) D I) ~ I ( ~ ) = 1 • V 
I F ( [, ~ \' I ( " ) , l r • I: , <i ) f) 'I 'J 1 ( I" ) = 1 • '-' 
I F ( [,:, ? 1 ( ",) • L F • U. I) [l~' 2 I ( ~ ) = 'I • ,J 
to Cl' I', T[ !' IJ~ 
DII 4 .,=1 ,,2 
t ( '.:+'I)=kCt,, ) 
4 C"~Tf I L'F 
IFIEI'3) , G[.~ C ~? )C~lL L lA5 TS~ 
r t= ( I'~ (I • /'It E • 1 I) I) • ,'N fl • \ (; • '\l r . c. u u , II i·1 (I • ;,1 \) • N F. • .5 U (: • AN f) • N v, N E: • 4 U V 1 
* p ,~ 0 • ~, f). r.; t: • S I) 1/ • AN,) • II (). ~i t • 0 U IJ. AN r). I\i I). r.t t , (I) U • AN U, tJ (J, ~! E- • ~ U I) • 
* !"-luD. ' I..'. ,~c .'}\)u. J\ til.i, .O , rJf:.1 UUf) G.'J ro 6 
9 W R I 1 f (~, I) (l "I ) 
~001 FUkMMr(lHl,45x,1,IHEl~CTRU" U~~~lTIES///~OX , bH~tl~hT,4SX, 
* 'I f:, M r Lf: C T R (J ,I l>" Ij SIT Y 1< 1 x , I, h ( U'l) , SOx, 6 H ( / C. M 5) / / ) 
w P I H (f., 6 U (; i) ( In ( 'I) , E ( N ) , r~ = 1 , ~ 3) 
/. U U ~ F I) h ~l l' 1 ( 1 H t 1 " x , ~ 6 • 1 , 4.S X , t 1 6 • 4 ) 
II R I T ~ ( (, ,ioU 0 ~ ) 
t, GOo F (j R j1 '" I (1 111 ,4<' ~ ,1 3 H J ') (,OF \, ~ I T II- S / / ) 
1(" I ,. F ( /' , 601):5) ( H T ( ',) • 1.\ () 2 I ( ~) , I)~' 0 I ( (. ) , [> N 2 1 ( N ) , v (I I ( N ) , ',I = 1 t ~ 3 ) 
600,5 Ff'k'll/~ 1 (Ft" 1, l~Ei.~. 4) 
() CC'<TlfUt 
C 
r~ ='1 c;,(jt,0 
C,lll PI!TARRi\Y(1,'i,f) 
Crill PUT~RRAY(7'~10Uil) 
Ctll PUTAfIRAY(/,~,DN0j) 
C ~ l L P II T 1\ H R " i « ,,~ , () N " I ) 
CI,LL ruTI\RRI\f«(""D(Jr) 
SlOP fJ!,: 
E ~ I) 
S II tj R () L Ti Ii F: L E P :; T S ,j 
N~AL 11 (,S),Ki(~3),r3(~3) 
U I r·," I·j S I IJ ' J X \ j ) , ~ ( ,S) , " I ( ') , l: R f, () ~ (:;) , fIT T ~ I) ( S) , C [I t r F S ( t ) , 
• H T ( 6 ~) t \,1 U!~ K ( .\ ) 
CU,'ML'~ /G1/ AL'()3) ,Al2(~3),AL3(S3),H,DU(~3),UN~(~~)tD Ut(~3),~(~3) 
C () ~I '" () I,' / '131 K1 , K i , f.,~ , r; C' I ( ~ 5) , J) U l.I ( ~ 5) , 1) N 0 I ( ~:s ) ,ON l. , ( 55) , H: , N U 
c"", n w, / :, t / '~I.' ~ ( ';:5) , Q rj ~ ( ~ S) , ~ (J ( ~ 3) 
C 'J ,.) ',j (, i ' / c; 4 / h T , L ,) ~ t , C II I. E 
G FIT Fypu:iEITIAL TU PHtVluUS ThREE PUINTS 
(; 
r)" 1 I ~ ~ \1 , ;; ? 
r(lj-.~)~Alr)b(E(~» 
X(N-~~)=HT(jJ)*1.t) 
w ( i~ - it (.; ) = f ( j~ ) * t ( 1\.i ) / 1 • f: 1 i) 
'I CiiNTl·' UL 
1"f:(,=1 
C ~ I. lit" S I' r) L Y FIT \ C I) E F ... S , I , F , I, , f: ~ R (I R , FIT T tOt w;j R K ,In r: (, t 3 ) 
E I. t C = I, X P ( C'i l: r F S ( 1 ) + C '.If: r J: S ( t!.) *" 0 q • t ) ) 
W"IT~(~,~~v0)(ELECt~()S» 
t) O!) v FuR I·:" i ( 1 " ., t ~ Fl.O • 4 ) 
r(S3)=['I.FC 
RETu,c 
f. ,,,0 
S U l' R II ,; T I ;1 E L pi S ? ,) L Y F [r (~t X t r , ;~ , E R t<;", I< t P J ;11 , P J , ~ I ~1 ) 
C UATHOGO,IAL P()LY~UMIAL L~A5T SQU ARES FITTING TO M pnl~TS, ABSCISS'E 
,; I ~ X" I" III (., II T E ~ 1 iF, \J E I G h T fA C T n R SIN W. P iJ L Y N J '" I A L ~JF [. E G 1< E t f'. 
r' i) ~ [X ( 1, ,I C Inn '11 "S L l) t n IC It' iH S I ill S T M, () A R D f U k~, (A ( J + 1) 1 ~ en E F F 
C (IF X"J) ~,}li1 1",1) PJ ",f' I.U"~IN6 ~P.KI\YS OF DIMt~SIO~' ,·1 
C F" ~ \' R C oJ , T ,\ INS "t S I ,]0) A L S ( suP eLI En - fIT TED V A L U t 5 ) 
(' P J J~ 1 C I) '·1 r r" I ,S F J r r F. 1\ V A l U r. $ 
REAL L~Mr~,LAMnAl 
I) I r.;;: ",:; I ,H, I! ( ., ) , K ("') , f (:,) , W (f ) t ERR 0 P ( I~) , P J M 1 ( i'1) , p J ( ,'1 ) , t ( 31 ) , G ( S'I ) 
r!1. I 4"~· / FIT C U ,'P' U , / ,H'S F R" t II," 1\ X E R K , J f" r x , V A R II< N G E , C C' R K , lJ In C(I t F ( 31 ) 
,.1 '1 = ".1+ 1 
C r: H t: C ~ I rj 0 'JT C J ' I D 1 T ION S ",1 E T 
IF (" . • Gr .s'.I 'K.".Gr . ·· ~l) Ill) TO ell 
Lr'\f~ O,!l::".V 
; :;: ,) • I) 
1):::0. fl 
C FOR ", FIR S I fl R T "v r, (j ill A L DOL Y ~!J ,H ALI r. N E: R P R () [. U n s 
I':) 1,' I = 1 , i, 
PJ(l)=1.v 
n=D+F(l)*',J(l) 
D = f + • ( I ) • ~ I 1 ) 
10 LM'1l 0,= LArll',;+ " (I) 
H=!l/LA:IIl~ 
r = 0 • I} 
0=1\/ LA:·1DA 
" Ii T C (' ~ F( 1 ) = ,) 
/\(1)=u 
C srORE LA~UA FUR l~lfP USE 
S ,,= I. ,",I·jIlA 
til) c.. ... .: I = 1 , ;, ~ 
20 ~"P(j"«()=rll)-!l 
IF ( ~ 1.':(j.·1) ~E1UPh' 
C IhITI ~ LlSE TE~f.S IN RtCUMRE~Ct HFLATIUN F~R US~I\L PULYNO MIAL 
C CUEFF1Clf ~ 1 CALCULATlu~S 
\1 I h. 1 ) = 1 • V 
f ( ;~ 1 ) =;) • (: 
C STAPT ~Aj ~ LvvP r0 GE N l"~TE (;RTHObO~AL pOLY "OMIALS 
1,0 "" ,J=<', !;1 
• .1 1 =j-1 
I. AI'iDli1 :::LA!JjflA 
1'1=" 
C1=l 
C CLEAR 1 l\> "FR PkOL<!.ICT 11,TALS 
L A i~1 I) n, :; t) • I} 
1-~=c.rJ 
P=IJ.d 
C USE RLClIldIP!r.f i:"LATI"I. l{l CO;~ PIJTf ~ E)o.T POLYNO~.I~L 
.'0 3U 1=1,11 
p"r.JIJ) 
P J I .r ) " ( X I I ) -,,1 ) • P J I I ) - (1 * P J ,,1 ( 1) 
PJ 1,"1 ( 1) "p 
p = P ,I I Tl *: I ( Il 
"=',+bR" .)R (I) *p 
P=P*PJ(1) 
f< = 1< + ., ( I ) * P 
30 lA!-~l>'=LI\ II D,1 "P 
C CUMPIJ1E Cr'EFFlClF:dS HI KECLJhP,t:I~Ct REl.p,T10;, 
?"ell U IliA 
C " LA" D ,I, / L A '·lD A 1 
C cor"Purl: C"[FFIClr., . T jI, Ui'S1 SQUARES FXPANSluN 
I)=t)/! A·l i)A 
(lfnr."E F (J) =u 
C EVALIJGlf COEFFIClfNTS OF LEI&T SQU.PES POLY IN U5UAL F0HM 
t' J=I,i_J1+1 
j'\(J)=tl,l) 
l; ( ~ ,I ) = f' • 'J 
!'; 0 '~l' J K =;" ~I I ~\ 
r, ( J K ) =' 1 ( .,I '. ) - (, ( .J K + , .l * [l 1 - t ( J ~ + 1 ) * C 1 
40 ~(JJ)"J(JK+l) 
l"J ) t, ,I K ='1 , J 
)U ~ ( JK)= ;).G(J(+N-J1)+~(J~) 
C C0~PUTE ~'SlnUALS 
tJ \j () ' .' I:. 'I ,: 1 
DO Ek~UP(I)=r~~0R(1)-J*PJ(I) 
C G L to 1\ R T i, T r L SF'; ,( L 0 ~ R H.;\ rI 0 ti C U IJ ~ U T ~ Tl \J N 
sv=n.p 
~;Z=O.r1 
~> y C;,: ,I. ~ 
~t:t= lI • . J 
SVt= tl . ,I 
kMS "'K"'I. 0 
/\. ,.l.~X t:RI~;:::().;} 
C ~. C C U fli i L ,1 1 f f () 1 i1l. S F~) R G ') k k t I. A r 1') NeD ~1 P U 1" 4 T III N 
" 0 ( 'J I = 1 ,'" 
P,I'·1' (I ) =1' (I. )-E~~,jn 1) 
S V = S Y + .1 ( J ) * , ( I ) 
S L = S L + ' .• ( I ) * ~ J M 1 ( .1 ) 
',Y~=SYI.+"( I) "H I) *r- (I) 
~Zi=SU+11( i) .p,J i~1 (l)*PJM1 (I) 
SY/=~Yl+~(I)*F(I)*PJ~1(1) 
P=~~h0.(jl*F"RO~(I) 
KHc,I,KR"IU,ScRF + "J( I) *P 
C DtTFN " I 'i ~ G 'IEAT~Sl ~~.rDUAL 
IF (';M n X!;:R'<.' i E,I') GO rl! 10 
~M r,X~RI(=P 
JI·i fl X"1 
7u C(,I~!T I N:)[ 
C CU,l, PI' 1 F V A R 1 I '. "j C" 1\ N 0 CUP K t t. 'i Tid 11 (; a E F FIe I E II! T 
v 4 f·: I " Ii C E = R I , S ,. H R I ( S I,J - r- L (\ A T ( N 1 ) ) 
RM~, EI<R=S'lfn (~MSE"R/S,') 
t, ~l " ~ ~ R II " S (I K 1 ( A "4)( f' K R ) 
CURR=(S~*SYl-SY*SZ)/S~RTI(S~*SY2-SY*SY)*(SW*5l~-5Z*SZ)) 
H t T Ij II Ii 
C ERR () R t )( I f P ,H r. T 
80 PU 'i'l 1='1,'; 1 
'1() ' ·~( i )=\). J 
:~ =-1 
~I:Tl'kl, 
f ~ I' 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SULVtS TRI[)ll"iGV'!J\L SYSTU1 
[l '1 ,U 
" 
u • • • I) \I 
8~ 11< Me li • • • I) 0 
v 1<3 [, S " .s • • • 'J iI 
6( [Ll~IIN~T!I) N , 
= Cl 
=r.;. 
=C.5 
C ....... ... .. , ... , ....... ,., ... 
C v Ii , ) Ij •• l')!'IJ {) .. ~ :;:: C t,j 
COE F Fie I tilT:; 
C SULUTIU N ApPEARS IN CIII, 1=1,N, D l~ ALSU PE&TRUYen, 
L 'R I:: F f R F 1'1 L ~ • " G t [( ; 1 UP " (i t: 1 64 
f .. 1 " I: r1 S I Ii :, LI ( ,, ) , ~ ( N) , t) ( ~ ) , C ( II ) 
i I: K = " 
"n 1" 1=1., ,, 
IF (i'(I-'i, Ell ,(I, ol "" TO 3u 
" " ,; ( I ) I " ( I - 'I J 
:' ( I ) ";, ( r I - ,: * ., ( 1 - 1 I 
1 'I C ( T ) = C ( ; ) - , ~ * C ( ! -', ) 
If- (1)( ,<1,"" . • " ,0) (i() TO 311 
(: ( IJ) =c ( .J ) I D ( ., ) 
11(; 2l. 1=1, J 
,J :.! ~ - 1 + 1 
1F ( " ( J J , f" , '.: , U) l' (I T U .5 iJ 
to CIJ)=(C(J)-A(JI*C(J+1)J / U( J) 
ARRANGeD AS F0L 
H I:: Tll~ 'II 
31) 1~,{=1 
!; \ I 4 :, I = 1 , . ~ 
40 C«()='J"j 
IIETtif/~ 
F.NV 
FI~JISH 
t 
HEIGHT (nil 
120.0 
1 25.0 
13U.O 
135.0 
14U.0 
145.0 
150.0 
155.0 
160.0 
170.0 
180.0 
190.0 
200.0 
210.0 
220.0 
230.0 
240.0 
250.0 
260.0 
27U.0 
280.0 
290.0 
300.0 
310 . 0 
320.0 
330.0 
340.0 
35U.O 
360.0 
370.0 
380.0 
390.0 
400.0 
410.0 
420.0 
430.0 
440.0 
450.0 
460.0 
470.0 
480.0 
490.0 
500.0 
510.0 
520.0 
530.0 
540.0 
550.0 
560.0 
570.0 
580.0 
590.0 
600.0 
ELECTRON DENSITIES 
ELECTRON DE NSITY 
(/C M3) 
O.1604E 06 
0.1295E 06 
O.144/lE 06 
O.1609E 06 
O.1754E 06 
0.1879E 0'" 
O.1996E 06 
0.2207E 06 
0.Z339E 06 
0.2761E 06 
O.3533E 06 
0.4822E 06 
O.67'1 0 E 06 
0.';326E 06 
0.1 186E 01 
0.13l3E 07 
0.1462E 07 
0.14S6E 07 
0.13bOE 0 -( 
0.1Z63E 07 
0.1126E 07 
0.986H 06 
O.8~>33E 06 
0.7325E 06 
0.625')E 06 
0.)326E 06 
o. 4~J30E 06 
0.3~54E 06 
0.3281 E 06 
0.27,,8E 06 
0.239<!E 06 
0.2049E 06 
O.176 0 E 06 
0.1516E 06 
O.HOIlE 06 
O.1133E 06 
0.911.51 E 05 
0.tl~52E 05 
O.74S/lE 05 
u.651/lE 05 
0.5709. 05 
O.5009E os 
O.4402E 05 
0.31l74E 05 
0.3414E OS 
0.3fJ14E 05 
0.Z664E 05 
O.2556E 855 0.21lblE 
0.1ilS9E 05 
O.1642E 05 
0.14StlE 05 
0.1 UlE [)5 
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. FLOW-CHART FOR PROGRAM IONS 
. I READ E NE.RGIES , TEMPERATURES , FLUX I 
. I CALL SUBROUTINE SELECT I 
LOWER LUlIT OF INTEGRATION OVER 
... ENERGY .= 0 .•. 1 L keY . 
: CALL CALC 
I CALCULATE /::,Q FOR ENERGY INTERVAL 
QSUM = E/::,Q 
E 
I ENERGY INTERVAL = PREVIOUS VALUE XI. 11 
NO I I HAS UPPER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION BEEN REACHED? I 
YE S 
I Q FOR UNIT INTEGRi\L IDH FLUX = QSUM/ (11 x FLUX) I 
CALL MAX ] 
I CALL SCALER 
I STOP I 
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Subroutine MAX 
. 1 DOES MAXIMUM OCCUR : NO I . I SET HAX VALUES TO ZERO 1 
YES 
SET UP EQUATIONS FOR PARABOLA 
USING THREE .HIGHEST VALUES 
SOLVE EQUATIONS TO FIND PARABOLA 
EQUATION CONSTANTS 
, 
1 DIFFERENTIATE TO FIND HEIGHT OF MAX 1 
SUBSTITUTE ~jAX. HT. TO FIND MAX. 
PRODUCTION RATE 
1 RETURN I 
Subroutine SCALER 
1 NO RMALISE PRODUCTION RATES BY DIVIDING BY MAX. VALUE I 
INTERPOLATE TO FIND h O,69Q ABOVE PEAK 
CALCULATE CHARACTERISTIC LENGTH = h O,69Q-hmax 
t 
ht-h 
NORHALISE HEIGHTS H max = h
char 
t 
STORE NOR/<!p.LISED VALUES ON ARCHDATA02 
t 
1 PRINT HEADINGS, NO'<MALISED VALUES 1 
_1 l RETURN .l 
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Subroutine SELECT 
. 1 CHECK .THAT TEMPERATURE IS IN RANGE 1 
I READ MODEL ATMOSPHERE. DATA FROM DISC I 
I PRINT HEADINGS I 
. 
. 1 RETURN I 
Subroutine CALC 
CALCULATE HEAN DENSITY AND ATMOSPHERIC 
DEPTH FOR EACH LJlJlINATION 
1 CALCULATE PRACTICAL RANGE 1 
CALCULATE SCALED PENETRATION FUNCTION 1 
I CALCULATE PRODUCTION RATE 1 
1 RETURN 1 
c 
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